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Abstract
We provide a novel model to formalize a well-known algorithm, by Chandra and Toueg,
that solves Consensus among asynchronous distributed processes in the presence of a particular
class of failure detectors (3S or, equivalently, Ω), under the hypothesis that only a minority of
processes may crash. The model is defined as a global transition system that is unambigously
generated by local transition rules. The model is syntax-free in that it does not refer to any
form of programming language or pseudo code. We use our model to formally prove that the
algorithm is correct.
1 Introduction
In the field of Distributed Algorithms, a widely-used computation model is based on asynchronous
communication between a fixed number n of connected processes. No timing assumptions are
made, neither on communications nor on local actions of processes. Often, processes are assumed
to be subject to crash-failure: once crashed, they do not recover.
In this paper, we focus on distributed programming and coordination problems in the area
of asynchronous models. In particular we are interested in (1) how the problems are typically
specified, (2) how algorithmic solutions to such problems are described, and (3) how the solutions
are shown to be correct with respect to their specification. In our opinion, specifications, solutions
and correctness arguments are often presented at a too informal level. The offered amount of detail
is not sufficient to fully convince the reader (especially an outsider to the field) of the validity of
the arguments: a particular reader who wants to verify the correctness of some proofs often has
to prove by herself substantial parts or entire sub-results, for which only informal arguments
were given. In contrast, at the core of this paper, we propose a rigorous method to formally
describe problems, algorithmic solutions and their respective correctness proofs at a fine-grained
level of detail. The method builds upon a largely syntax-free modeling of algorithms as executable
transitions systems. It is exemplified on the well-known problem of Distributed Consensus (or
shortly: Consensus).
Specification. Usually, distributed programming problems are specified in terms of (often tem-
poral) properties of admissible executions. Such an execution, also called system run, represents a
(potentially infinite) computation, starting from some initial state, and describing the global be-
havior of a system as a sequence of actions and configurations according to some discrete time-line.
An algorithm is an artifact that generates system runs. Often, some characteristics of components
are given with respect to actions that do or do not happen in system runs. For example, a process
is called correct in a given run, if it does not crash in that run. A solution to a problem is an
algorithm that only generates system runs that respect the required properties. In the case of
Consensus, a correct algorithm should only originate system runs that satisfy the following three
properties:
∗The original publication is available at www.springerlink.com
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1. If a process decides a value v, then v was proposed by some process (Validity).
2. No two correct processes decide differently (Agreement).
3. Every correct process (eventually) decides some value (Termination).
In a seminal paper [FLP85], Fischer, Lynch and Paterson stated that, in the aforementioned
asynchronous crash-failure model, it is impossible to solve Consensus—i.e., it is impossible to
simultaneously satisfy the three properties above—if some process may fail. More precisely, they
prove that, under the assumption of Validity and Agreement, the possibility of even a single
process crash invalidates Termination: there would always be a non-terminating system run, where
no decision is reached. Thus, while the properties of Validity and Agreement can be guaranteed
through appropriate algorithms, in order to respect Termination it is necessary to introduce some
notion of synchrony into the system.
A Solution by Chandra and Toueg. Since the discovery of the impossibility result of [FLP85],
several refinements of the purely asynchronous computation model have been developed, also in
order to make Consensus solvable. One of them is the addition of unreliable failure detectors
(FDs), i.e., modules that can be locally queried to find out whether another process is currently
locally suspected to have crashed [CT96, CHT96]. FDs are unreliable in that they may have
wrong suspicions, they may disagree among themselves, and they may change their suspicions at
any time. To become useful, the behavior of FDs is constrained by abstract reliability properties
about (i) the guaranteed suspicion of crashed processes, and (ii) the guaranteed non-suspicion of
correct processes. Both kinds of constraints are again expressed as properties on the set of system
runs. For example, the failure detector 3S guarantees the following two properties on system
runs: (1) Eventual Weak Accuracy : there is a time after which some correct process is never
suspected by any correct process; (2) Strong Completeness : eventually every process that crashes
is permanently suspected by every correct process.
Chandra and Toueg [CT96] proposed an algorithm to solve Consensus in an asynchronous
model with crash-failures, where: (i) processes are fully interconnected through bidirectional quasi-
reliable point-to-point communication channels, on which message delivery is only guaranteed if
neither the sender nor the receiver crashes; (ii) a notion of reliable broadcast is built on top of
quasi-reliable point-to-point channels to send messages to all processes in the system ensuring that
all correct processes will eventually receive the messages. The algorithm generates a set of system
runs constrained by:
• the hypothesis that only a minority of processes may crash
• the presence of the FD 3S to provide information about process crashes.
The algorithm is executed locally by each process and proceeds in rounds. It is based on the rotating
coordinator paradigm: in each round r, a single process is predetermined to play a coordinator role
while all other processes in the same round play the role of participants. Each of the n processes
knows n and holds a local round counter; thus, at any time, it can locally determine the coordinator
of any round. For every round, each participant sends its current value to the coordinator of this
round. The coordinator chooses one of the most recent proposals among those that it has received
and sends it to all participants. In turn, each participant is supposed to acknowledge the receipt
updating its current value with the chosen value proposed by the coordinator. If the coordinator
receives a majority of positive acknowledgments, it broadcasts the value to all participants using
the Reliable Broadcast mechanism. This value is then delivered to all correct processes that can
now decide and exit the algorithm. Since no assumption on time can be made, it is impossible for
a participant to tell the reason (slow network or crashed coordinator) behind the non-reception
of a message from the coordination. Thus, each participant has the possibility of suspecting a
coordinator to have crashed. In this case, the participant sends a negative acknowledgment and
moves to the following round, maintaining its current value.
A critique on pseudo code for verification purposes. Chandra and Toueg’s [CT96] proofs
of the Validity, Agreement and Termination properties are basically written in natural language.
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Given that such proofs did not constitute the main result of their paper, one may find them
reasonable. However, we found them nevertheless rather hard to follow and very hard to formally
verify.
The first problem resides in the fact that the algorithm description is not sufficiently complete:
• it describes only local behaviors and does not capture the communication network behavior;
• the semantics of the pseudo code and its underlying services is at best specified informally;
• the involved data structures are under-specified.
The second problem is that the algorithm description does not offer an unambiguous derivation
of runs from the code. This is crucial, because the specification of the correctness properties is
exclusively based on the notion of system runs of the full distributed system, including quasi-
reliable point-to-point and reliable broadcast message-passing, as well as the failure detection
mechanism.
The third problem is more subtle, as it addresses the relation between the concepts of “time”
and “round” in the context of process systems that execute round-based algorithms. Note that
a round is only a local concept. There is nothing like the global round number of a reachable
global state in a system run. Due to the asynchrony of the underlying model, any such process
system may easily reach states in which all processes are in different rounds1. Now, the proofs
of the Consensus properties—defined over runs—make heavy reference to the concept of rounds.
However, the relation between runs and asynchronous rounds is never properly clarified. We
consider this as problematic.
A typical proof technique employed by Chandra and Toueg in [CT96] is mathematical induction
with respect to round numbers, while reasoning over run-based properties. Typically, such an
induction starts with the smallest round in which some property X holds, e.g., in which a majority
of processes has positively acknowledged. In a given run, to find this starting point one may take
the initial state and search from there for the first moment in time in which X holds for some
round. However, this procedure is not correct. It may well be that at a later point in time of the
run, X holds for a smaller round. Accordingly, when the induction proceeds to a higher round,
it might have to proceed “backwards in time” along a system run. Therefore, the concept of
time—and of the respective iteration principles along the construction of a run—is not obviously
compatible with the concept of asynchronous rounds. The solution, rather implicit in [CT96], is to
ignore when exactly events happened, just noting that they happened. More precisely, one should
pick a sufficiently advanced state of a given run (for example the last one in a finite run), and then
find an appropriately abstract way to reason—by induction—about its possible past. Summing
up, we believe that the proofs would profit much from a global view on system states and their
past that provides us with precise information about which processes have been in which round in
the past, and what they precisely did when they were there.
As an aside and general remark, we would like to point out that, also the implementers of
distributed systems would greatly benefit from a formalization of the algorithms. Far too often the
pseudo code description of an algorithm leaves unspecified the environmental behaviour (process
failures, network properties, attached additional devices) under which a particular distributed
algorithm actually works.
Contribution. We introduce some appropriate data structures to model quasi-reliable point-
to-point communication, reliable broadcast, and process states. Taken together, these three data
structures represent what we call the (global) configuration of a system. We then provide a
formalization in our setting of Ω, a FD equivalent to 3S (as proved in [CHT96, NF03]) but more
convenient for our purposes.
1Actually, the algorithm may easily reach system configurations in which, at a certain point in time, every
process is coordinator in its current round, while all processes are in pairwise different rounds, by having every
participant simply always suspect the respective coordinator. Analogously, the algorithm may easily reach moments
in which none of the processes is the coordinator of its round. Moreover, in such a moment, it is impossible to
predict, from a chronological point of view, which process will next become coordinator.
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The dynamics of point-to-point communication, reliable broadcast, as well as process crashes,
is modeled as a rule-based transition system. Modeling these concepts is mostly orthogonal to
the Consensus algorithm which is also expressed in terms of transition rules. The proofs of the
Validity, Agreement, and Termination properties rely on a number of crucial properties on systems
runs and configurations. We often prove those properties by induction on either the round number
or the length of (the derivation) of system runs; we pay particular attention to avoid mixing up
the two proof techniques.
Outline. To prepare the ground, in §2, we informally introduce the distributed model underlying
our study, including the specifications of all communication and coordination primitives that we
require. Then, we present the chosen Consensus algorithm, both in pseudo code (in §3) and in
terms of a rewrite system, formally defined by a set of transition rules (§4). In §5, we provide a
number of crucial lemmas used in §6 to formally prove the Validity, Agreement, and Termination
properties of Chandra and Toueg’s algorithm. An evaluation of our work and comparison with
other approaches is deferred to §7.
2 An asynchronous model of distributed processes
In the model underlying Chandra and Toueg’s algorithm [CT96], a system consists of a set of n
processes enumerated by i ∈ P = { 1 . . . , n }. Processes run independently of each other.
The behavior of a system is described as sequences of computation steps starting from some
initial configuration. Individual steps correspond to actions of the communication network or
to internal actions of the processes and there is a one to one correspondence between steps and
actions. The step sequences are sometimes called schedules [CT96]. In this paper, we will refer to
them as runs, as it is more common terminology in the context of operational semantics.
2.1 Quasi-reliable point-to-point communication
Processes are fully interconnected by bidirectional communication channels representing the un-
derlying communication medium. The primitives in pseudo code are quite straightforward:
• “Qpp send (sender,number, contents) to receiver” denotes quasi-reliable emission of a mes-
sage from process sender to process receiver, where number plays the role of some sequence
number to distinguish the messages coming from the sender;
• “Qpp receive(s, n, c)” serves as the reception counterpart extracting the relevant data into
the indicated formal parameters s, n, c.
The property that is required on these operations is:
Quasi-reliability
If process sender executes “Qpp send (sender,number, contents) to receiver”, and both
sender and receiver are correct, then receiver will eventually execute “Qpp receive(s, n, c)”
to receive (sender,number, contents).
In their first version [CT96], Chandra and Toueg presented the channels as being reliable,
which means that once a message is sent to a process that does not crash, it is guaranteed to be
received no matter whether the sender crashes. However, in a later paper [ACT97], Chandra and
Toueg referred to the channels used in [CT96] as being quasi-reliable, where message delivery is
guaranteed only if also the sender stays alive. So, the difference between the reliable and quasi-
reliable variants consists solely in the conditions imposed on the sender to guarantee the delivery
of the messages (to non-crashed processes). In both cases, if a sender crashes, the delivery of
previously sent messages is not forbidden, but may still be possible. More precisely, if a sender
crashes after having performed a concurrent send action, then some messages belonging to that
action may be successfully delivered, while others may be lost.
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2.2 Failures and their unreliable detection
In the so-called fail-stop variant of the base model of §2.1, processes may crash, and when they do
so, they do not recover from this state. A process that crashes in a run does no longer contribute
to the system evolution in that run; it does neither send nor receive messages. As already said
in the Introduction, a process is called correct (in a given run) if it does not crash (in this run).
Note that processes need not to be consistently correct in all possible runs.
If distributed algorithms shall work in the context of possible process crashes, then the notion
of failure detection or failure suspicion becomes useful. According to [CT96], a failure detector
(FD) is an idealized abstraction that governs the allowed mutual suspicions of processes about
whether other processes have crashed.2
The pseudo-code primitive to query a FD is the following:
• “suspected(q)”. When executed by process p, with p 6= q (a process cannot suspect itself),
it returns a boolean value that tells whether the FD of process p currently suspects process
q to have crashed.
Perfect (i.e., always reliable) failure detection is not implementable in purely asynchronous systems,
since it is impossible to distinguish the processes that are crashed from those that are just slow.
Chandra and Toueg [CT96] proposed to augment the asynchronous model of computation with
unreliable failure detection, whose degree of reliability is imposed by means of explicit constraints.
A number of combinations of basic reliability constraints on FDs were proposed in [CT96].
The Consensus algorithm that we study in this paper was designed to work correctly when using
the FD 3S, which satisfies the following pair of constraints:
Eventual Weak Accuracy
There is a time after which some correct process is never suspected by any correct process.
Strong Completeness
Eventually every process that crashes is permanently suspected by every correct process.
It turns out that Chandra and Toueg’s Consensus algorithm also works correctly when using
another FD, denoted by Ω [CHT96]. This FD is characterized by a single property based on
explicit trust rather than suspicion, which may roughly be seen as dual notions of information
about the crash status of other processes.
Eventual Leadership
There is a time after which all the (correct) processes always trust the same correct process.
The FDs Ω and 3S are equivalent, in the sense that one can be used to implement the other,
and vice versa [CHT96, NF03]. Thus, it is not that surprising that the Consensus algorithm also
works with Ω. Although Ω was originally introduced only to simplify the proofs of [CHT96], it
is more convenient to develop our formal model based on it rather than 3S: instead of keeping
track of big amounts of useless unreliable suspicion information, Ω records only small amounts of
reliable trust information [NF03].
2.3 Reliable broadcast
Built on top of quasi-reliable point-to-point messaging, the notion of reliable broadcast will be
conveniently used later on for the Consensus algorithm. Reliable broadcast allows to send a
message to all the processes in the system, assuring that (at least) all the correct processes will
eventually receive the message. The pseudo-code primitives are:
• “Rbc broadcast(sender, contents)” denotes the broadcasting of a message to all processes,
so no receiver indication is required;
• “Rbc deliver(s, c)” serves as the reception counterpart extracting the relevant data into
the indicated formal parameters s, c.
2Less abstractly, one would provide n local FD devices that are attached to the n individual processes.
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Reliable broadcast is characterized by the following three properties:
Validity
If a correct process executes Rbc broadcast(sender, contents), then it also eventually ex-
ecutes Rbc deliver(s, c) for the message (sender, contents).
Agreement
If a correct process executes Rbc deliver(s, c) for some message (sender, contents), then all
correct processes eventually execute Rbc deliver(s, c) for this message (sender, contents).
Uniform Integrity
For any message (sender, contents), every process executes Rbc deliver(s, c) at most once,
and only if some process previously executed Rbc broadcast(sender, contents).
2.4 The Consensus specification
The essential idea of Distributed Consensus is that initially each process proposes some value v,
and eventually all non-crashed processes agree on one of the proposed values. The primitives are:
• “C propose(v)”, and
• “C decide(v)”.
In summary, we recall that each run of Consensus must satisfy the following three properties:
Validity
If a process decides some value v (i.e., executes C decide(v)), then some process must have
proposed that value (i.e., executed C propose(v)).
Agreement
No two correct processes decide (i.e., execute C decide for) different values.
Termination
Every correct process (eventually) decides (i.e., executes C decide for) some value3.
3 The Consensus algorithm by Chandra and Toueg
In this section, we explain the details of the Consensus algorithm proposed by Chandra and Toueg
in [CT96]. The correctness of the algorithm depends on the availability and correct function-
ing of all the lower-level services presented in the previous section: quasi-reliable point-to-point
communication, reliable broadcast and the FD 3S.
The algorithm proceeds in asynchronous rounds : each of the n processes counts rounds locally
and advances independently in the execution of the algorithm. Furthermore, the algorithm is based
on the rotating coordinator paradigm: for each round number r, a single process is predetermined
to play a coordinator role, while all other processes in the same round play the role of participants.
Let n be the number of processes, then the function crd(r) returns the integer ((r−1) mod n)+1
denoting the coordinator of round r. This function is known to all the processes, therefore each
of them is able to compute at any time the identity of the coordinator of a round.
Each of the n processes stores a local estimate of the sought decision value, together with a
stamp that tells when—i.e., in which round—the process has come to believe in this estimate. Let
us refer to the pair (estimate,stamp) as a belief. The goal of the algorithm is to reach a situation in
which a majority of processes agree on the same estimate. To reach such a situation, coordinators
and participants exchange their current beliefs, round after round, through Qpp-messages. The
role of a coordinator is (i) to collect sufficiently many current beliefs, (ii) to find out the most
recent estimates by comparing the respective round stamps, (iii) to select one estimate among
those, and (iv) to disseminate its selection to the participants such that they can update their
local beliefs accordingly.
3As noted by Chandra and Toueg [CT96], the algorithm under consideration satisfies also a property called
Uniform Agreement that strengthens the property of Agreement to hold for all the processes in the system,
independently of whether they are correct or not.
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3.1 The algorithm in pseudo-code format
In this paper, we provide a Consensus algorithm in pseudo code, that is slightly different from the
one used by Chandra and Toueg, but that is more suitable to be formalized as we will do later
on. The differences between the two versions of pseudo code is mainly due to the data structures
involved. A more detailed analysis is given at the end of this section.
Keywords. We use the programming constructs while and if·then·else· with their standard
interpretation. We also use the construct await to indicate that execution is suspended until some
associated boolean condition is satisfied, and we use when to indicate that the execution of some
associated primitive triggers the execution of the subsequent code.
Data structures. Each process carries a state containing the following three ingredients:
• ‘counter’: storing the local round number,
• ‘belief’: storing the pair (or binary record) of ‘estimate’ and ‘stamp’, and
• ‘decision’: to control the exit condition of a while-loop.
We consider process states as arrays of records. When we are interested in selective extraction
and update, we treat a process state explicitly as a record with the labels indicated above. So, we
use x.label to denote record selection; we use x ← v to denote assignment of all the record fields
of x, and x.label← v to denote assignment of label of x.
Program structure. The pseudo code of Table 1 describes the behavior of any process i, for
i ∈ P. Any process i locally starts a Consensus run by executing C propose(vi), where vi is taken
from a set V of proposable values. The process first initializes its local state: the ‘counter’ and
the ‘stamp’ are initialized to zero, the ’estimate’ is initialized to vi, the ‘decision’ is left undefined,
written ⊥. Then the process enters a while-loop. When starting a Consensus run, the process
launches also a concurrent sub-routine that can modify the value of the state component ‘decision’,
execute C decide and prevent the while-loop from restarting.
Each cycle through the while-loop represents a round. It proceeds in steps (labeled P1 . . . P4)
that represent the four phases of a round. Before explaining in detail the structure of the while-
loop, let us have a look at Qpp-messaging and Reliable Broadcast.
Qpp-messaging. In Qpp send (sender, (round, phase), contents) to receiver the pair (round,
phase) plays the role of a sequence number, which, together with the sender and receiver identifi-
cation, allows us to distinguish—regardless of the contents—all Qpp-messages ever sent during a
Consensus run, under the simple condition that every process sends to any other process at most
one message per (round, phase). The type of contents depends on the respective phase: it may
be a belief (phase P1 or P2) or an ack/nack (phase P3). Note that the algorithm never sends
Qpp-messages in phase P4.
A Qpp-message travels through the network from the sender to the receiver. By the assumption
of quasi-reliability, the reception is guaranteed if neither the sender nor the receiver crash. More
precisely, if the sender crashes after sending, then the message may still be received at some point,
but there is simply no guarantee for this event to ever happen. One might expect the pseudo code
to feature explicit executions of Qpp receive to describe individual receptions. However, since
our pseudo code often blocks until certain messages have arrived, and since it sometimes acts if
a particular message has not yet arrived, it makes sense to silently add incoming messages, on
reception, to some local message buffer (implicitly defined). In order to express the fact that the
algorithm waits for a particular condition on the message buffer to become true, our pseudo code
features the use of an await construct. As appropriate buffering data structures we introduce sets
denoted by received Qpp, for which we conveniently also provide the notation received Qpp.P r
that extracts the received messages, according to round r ∈ N and phase P ∈ {P1, P2, P3}. Note
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PROCEDURE C propose (vi)
state.counter← 0
state.belief.value← vi
state.belief.stamp← 0
state.decision← ⊥
while state.decision = ⊥
{ state.counter← state.counter + 1
r ← state.counter
P1 Qpp send (i, (r, P1), state.belief) to crd(r)
P2 if i = crd(r)
then { await | received Qpp.P1r | ≥ d(n+1)/2e
for 1 ≤ j ≤ n
do Qpp send (i, (r, P2), best(received Qpp.P1r)) to j
}
P3 await ( received Qpp.P2r 6= ∅ or suspected(crd(r)) )
if received Qpp.P2r = {(crd(r), (r, P2), (v, s))}
then { Qpp send (i, (r, P3), ack) to crd(r)
state.belief← (v, r)
}
else Qpp send (i, (r, P3), nack) to crd(r)
P4 if i = crd(r)
then { await | received Qpp.P3r | ≥ d(n+1)/2e
if | ack(received Qpp.P3r) | ≥ d(n+1)/2e
then Rbc broadcast(i, state.belief)
}
}
when Rbc deliver(j, d)
{ if state.decision = ⊥
then state.decision← d
C decide (state.decision.value)
}
Table 1: Consensus via Pseudo Code
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that each process i maintains its own collection of such sets, and that no process j can access the
collection of another process i.
Reliable broadcast. In contrast to Qpp-messaging, where we actively await the arrival of
suitable messages of certain kinds, no receiver-side buffering is required for the treatment of
Rbc deliver. Thus, the reception of broadcast messages is performed individually and directly
using when-clauses.
Loop structure. As said before, every process goes through four phases per round, i.e., per
while-cycle. In the following, when we speak of a process executing an action, we implicitly mean
a correct process.
In phase P1, each process sends to the coordinator its current belief, i.e., a pair consisting of
an estimate and its stamp.
In phase P2, all the processes except for the coordinator move immediately to phase P3. The
coordinator waits until it receives sufficiently many proposals (here, we use the standard notation
| · | to denote the cardinality of sets), namely at least d(n+1)/2e, and selects among them the
one with the highest ‘stamp’. Here, best(received Qpp.P1r) indicates a (local) function that
performs this operation. This “best” proposal is called the round proposal and is distributed to
all participants, again using Qpp-messages. The coordinator then also moves to phase P3.
In phase P3, each process waits for a moment in which either the coordinator’s round proposal
has arrived at the local site or the coordinator is suspected by the process’s (local) FD. In both
cases, the process then sends an acknowledgment (positive: ack or negative: nack respectively) to
the coordinator and proceeds to the next phase. Only in the positive case, the process adopts the
round proposal. Recall that, by our definition of FD, a process (and in particular the coordinator)
cannot suspect itself. As a consequence a coordinator will always adopt the round proposal and
send a positive acknowledgment to itself.
In phase P4, all the processes except for the coordinator proceed to the next round by
while-looping. The coordinator waits until it receives sufficiently many acknowledgments. Here,
ack(received Qpp.P3r) selects the subset of received Qpp.P3r that contains all the received mes-
sages carrying a positive acknowledgment. If the cardinality of ack(received Qpp.P3r) is at least
equal to d(n+1)/2e then we say that the value proposed by this majority is locked and the co-
ordinator “initiates a decision”, otherwise the coordinator fails this occasion and simply ends
this round. In both cases, the coordinator then proceeds to the next round by re-entering the
while-loop.
The above-mentioned “initiating a decision” means to execute Rbc broadcast(i, state.belief),
by which the round proposal that has just been adopted by a majority of processes, is transmitted
to all processes. The corresponding receptions Rbc deliver(j, d) are captured by the when-clause
that is running concurrently: processes may Rbc deliver regardless of their current round and
phase. On execution of Rbc deliver(j, d), and only when it happens for the first time, the process
“officially” announces its decision for the delivered value by executing C decide. Although it is
not explicitly indicated by Chandra and Toueg, the when-clause must be performed atomically to
guarantee Termination. Notice also that, by the usual convention on Reliable Broadcast, also the
broadcast initiator must itself explicitly perform the delivery before it can decide. Since Reliable
Broadcast satisfies the Agreement property, every non-crashed process will eventually receive the
broadcast message.
Differences to the version of Chandra and Toueg. Apart from slightly different keywords,
our pseudo code deviates from the original one in the following minor ways. (1) We chose to
compact all variables that contribute to the state of a process into a single data structure. (2) We
chose a more abstract primitive to indicate process suspicion, while the original code directly
referred to the author’s mathematical model of FD. (3) We use the FD Ω instead of the original
3S. (4) We use explicit proper data structures (instead of leaving them implicit) to deal with
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received Qpp-messages, to select the subsets ack(received Qpp.P r) for P ∈ {P1, P3}, and we also
introduce the operation best(received Qpp.P1r) to operate on these structures.
3.2 An intuitive argument of correctness
As argued in the Introduction, the algorithm works correctly satisfying Validity, Agreement, and
Termination.
Validity holds because none of the clauses of the algorithm invents any value. Whenever a
value is written, it is always copied from some other data structure, or selected among several
such sources. Obviously then, all values that occur in a reachable system configuration must
originate from some initially given value.
According to Chandra and Toueg, Agreement and Termination can intuitively be explained by
means of a three-epoch structure of runs. In epoch 1 everything is possible, i.e., every initial value
might eventually be decided. Moving to epoch 2 means that a value gets locked, i.e., for some
round r (actually: the smallest such) a majority of processes send a positive acknowledgment to
the coordinator of r. Since the coordinator uses a maximal time-stamp strategy when choosing its
proposal, and since only a minority of processes may crash, a locked value v will always dominate
the other values: should some value get locked in a greater round, then it will be the very same
value v that was previously locked. In epoch 3 all (correct) processes decide the locked value. Due
to the Reliable Broadcast properties, if a correct process decides, then all other correct processes
decide as well.
Agreement is a safety property which guarantees that nothing goes wrong. In this case it holds
because (1) if two values v1 and v2 are locked in two different rounds, then v1 = v2; (2) if a process
decides, it always decides on a locked value. Termination is a liveness property which guarantees
that something good eventually happens. In this case it holds since the FD properties enforce the
eventual transition of the system from epoch 1 to epoch 2, and from epoch 2 to epoch 3.
The proof of Termination relies on the combination of two sub-results (1) correct processes
do not get blocked forever, and (2) some correct process eventually performs some crucial action.
As to (1), the requirement that only a minority of processes can crash ensures that coordinators
do not block forever when waiting for a majority of messages (in phases P2 and P4); moreover,
the Strong Completeness property of 3S ensures that all the crashed processes will be eventually
suspected; in particular no process can block forever waiting for a crashed coordinator. As to (2),
the Eventual Weak Accuracy property ensures that eventually some correct coordinator will be no
longer suspected, will receive a majority of positive acknowledgments, and will Rbc-broadcast the
best value; the Rbc-properties then ensure that all values that are Rbc-broadcast by coordinators
will eventually be Rbc-delivered (and hence decided) by all correct processes.
4 Formalizing the algorithm
In the Introduction we discussed the lack of formality in the description of the algorithm when using
pseudo code. In order to counter this incompleteness, we need to develop appropriate description
techniques that incorporate the lacking information. To counter the observed ambiguity in the
semantics of the pseudo code with respect to the underlying system model, we propose to build
the algorithm upon a formal description.
The approach that we pursue is to provide a global syntax-free description of the algorithm
that is directly built upon the mathematical definition of an enhanced underlying system model.
Thereby, the gap between any kind of syntax and its run-time operational semantics is conveniently
avoided such that we can focus on the actual proofs on the mathematical objects themselves.
Technically, we are going to use transition rules, resulting in a description that resembles rewrite
systems.
In order to provide a complete account of the behavior of the Consensus algorithm, we need
to explicitly represent the communication network as well as all interactions with it, in particular
the buffering of Qpp- and Rbc-messages. Thus, in essence, we provide a mathematical structure
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that describes the global idealized run-time system comprising all processes and the network. In
order to simplify the proofs, our structure will also play the role of a system history that keeps
track of relevant information during computation.
Formally, the consensus algorithm is defined in terms of transition rules, that define computa-
tion steps as transitions between configurations of the form:
〈B,Q,S 〉 −→ 〈B′,Q′,S′ 〉 or, in vertical notation:
〈 B
Q
S
〉
−→
〈 B′
Q′
S′
〉
where B and Q contain the (histories of) messages sent during the execution of the algorithm
through the Reliable Broadcast service and through the Quasi-reliable Point-to-Point service,
respectively, while S models the state of the n processes.
The symbol −→∗ denotes the reflexive-transitive closure of −→ (formally defined in Tables 2
and 3). The symbol −→∞ denotes an infinite sequence of −→. A run of the Consensus algorithm
is then represented by sequences
〈B0,Q0,S
(v1...,vn)
0 〉 −→
∗ 〈B,Q,S 〉 −→ı where ı ∈ { ∗,∞}
where 〈B0,Q0,S
(v1,...,vn)
0 〉 denotes the initial configuration based on the values v1, . . . , vn initially
proposed by the n processes in the system. We require runs to be complete, i.e., either infinite, or
finite but such that they cannot be extended by some computation step in their final configuration.
4.1 Configurations
Next, we explain in detail the three components of a configuration 〈B,Q,S 〉.
Process State
When representing the algorithm by a set of step-oriented transition rules, we inevitably lose
the explicit sequencing of statements in the former pseudo-code description of the algorithm. To
remedy this loss of information, we model explicitly to which subsequent phase the algorithm needs
to jump after the application of any transition rule. Thus, we enhance the “program counter” of
individual processes to include not only their round number r, but also the label indicating their
current phase P . We further introduce an additional label W, which we use to model the “entry
phase” of while-loops.
Component S is defined as an array of n elements, where S(i), for 1≤i≤n, represents the state
of process i. The state of a process is a triple of the form
(
c, b, d
)
, where
• c = (r, P ) is the program counter (always defined), consisting of a round number r ∈ N and
a phase label P ∈ {W, P1, P2, P3, P4};
• b = (v, s) is the belief (always defined), consisting of a value estimate v ∈ V and a stamp
s ∈ N, representing the round in which the belief in the value was adopted;
• d = (v, s) is the decision (may be undefined, i.e., d = ⊥), consisting of a value v ∈ V and a
stamp s ∈ N, representing the round in which value v has been broadcasted by crd(s).
Every process i starts at round 0 and in phase W, where it simply believes in its own value vi
tagged with stamp 0; the decision field is left undefined. Thus, for every process i, the initial state
is:
S
(v1,...,vn)
0 (i) =
(
(0, W), (vi, 0),⊥
)
We write S{ i 7→ V } for i ∈ P and V ∈ ((N× {W, P1, P2, P3, P4})× (V× N)× ((V× N) ∪ {⊥}))∪
{⊥} to insert/update entries in S as follows:
S{ i 7→ V }(k)
def
=
{
V if k = i
S(k) otherwise
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(crash)
S(i) 6= ⊥
〈B,Q,S 〉 −→ 〈B,Q,S{ i 7→ ⊥} 〉
(Qpp snd)
S(j) 6= ⊥ X ∈ {P1rj→k , P2
r
j→k , P3
r
j→k } Q.X = (w, outgoing)
〈B,Q,S 〉 −→ 〈B,Q{X 7→ (w, transit) },S 〉
(Qpp deliver)
S(k) 6= ⊥ X ∈ {P1rj→k , P2
r
j→k , P3
r
j→k } Q.X = (w, transit)
〈B,Q,S 〉 −→ 〈B,Q{X 7→ (w, received) },S 〉
Table 2: Qpp-Message Transmission and Process Crash
In Table 2, with rule (Crash), we model the crash of a process i by setting the respective ith
entry of S to ⊥. Note that the rule is defined such that any non-crashed process can crash at
any time. The only premise of the rule is the state of the process being defined, regardless of the
precise value. Note also that each execution of (Crash) allows only one process to crash.
Qpp-messaging
The component Q is a global data structure that contains Qpp-messages and their transmission
status. The idea is that a particular Q is associated to a particular instant in time referring to
a particular run. More precisely, an instantaneous Q contains all Qpp-messages that have been
sent (and possibly received) by the n processes up to that instant. This representation will be
convenient for both the formal description of the algorithm and its formal verification.
In order to keep track of all Qpp-messages ever sent during a run of the Consensus algorithm,
we might use a (multi-)set that is suitably defined as follows: for every execution of an instruction
Qpp send (j, (r, P), contents) to k
we might record the information as a tuple of the form
(r, P, j, k, contents) .
However, this is not enough to model the lifetime of Qpp-messages, which pass through various
transmission states that need to be distinguished. According to Chandra and Toueg’s model, if
a sender crashes after having performed a concurrent send action, then some messages belonging
to that action may be successfully delivered, while others may be lost. It turns out that we can
easily accomplish this goal by the use of the following three transmission states:
outgoing: messages that, by the execution of some Qpp send statement, are put into an unordered
buffer for outgoing messages at the sender site; the intuition is that such messages have not
yet left the sender site, so a sender crash might still make them unavailable forever.
transit: messages that have left the sender site, but that have not yet arrived at their destination;
these messages are kept in the unordered buffer of the transmission medium; the intuition
is that such messages have already left the sender site and are available in the network, so
they can be received even in case of a sender crash;
received: messages that—corresponding to the execution of some Qpp receive statement—are
stored within an unordered buffer for received messages at the intended receiver site.
In our data structure Q, we model these transmission states via the respective tags outgoing,
transit, and received. In turn, this requires us to use (instead of the version above) extended
tuples of the form
(r, P, j, k, contents, τ)
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where τ ∈ { outgoing, transit, received}. Note that, in our Consensus system, component Q is not
associated to a single location since it contains Qpp-messages in all of its transmission states:
• by including message data of the form (·, transit) it captures the non-local state of the
point-to-point medium that is seen as a buffer for the messages in transit from one site to
another;
• by including message data of the form (·, outgoing) and (·, received), it represents the local
unordered buffers of outgoing/received messages at the sender/receiver site.
According to the usage patterns of Qpp-messages in the Consensus algorithm, we may observe
that in any round r and phase P , there is at most one message ever sent from process j to process k
(see Lemma 5.2.3 of message uniqueness). Thus, it suffices to model the occurring Qpp-messages
with ordinary sets instead of multisets. Taking further advantage of this uniqueness property to
conveniently manipulate the data structure Q, we introduce the notation of “structured” selectors
(representing the message’s control information) of the form
P rj→k
for P ∈ {P1, P2, P3 }, r ∈ N, and j, k ∈ P. Recall from the pseudo code that processes never send
Qpp-messages in phase P4 (Table 1), so we do not need an entry for such phase. Using structured
selectors, we extract data from entries in Q using the notation:
Q.P rj→k
def
=
{
(contents, τ) if (r, P, j, k, contents, τ) ∈ Q
⊥ otherwise
We insert/update entries in Q by the notation Q{X 7→ V } for X ∈ {P1rj→k , P2
r
j→k , P3
r
j→k } and
V ∈ (((V × N) ∪ {ack, nack})× {outgoing, transit, received}) defined by:
Q{X 7→ V }.P rj→k
def
=
{
V if X = P rj→k
Q.P rj→k otherwise
Using this notation, the rules (Qpp snd) and (Qpp deliver) in Table 2 model the lifetime of
messages across transmission states. Note that these rules are independent of the current com-
ponents B and S (in fact, S is only used to ensure that the process involved in the sending has
not crashed). This reflects the fact that the underlying transmission medium ships messages from
node to node, independently of any algorithm running at the nodes of the system. Note that there
is no correspondence between these rules and the pseudo code of §3.1, because the latter simply
ignores such details.
Further analyzing the usage patterns of Qpp-messages within the Consensus algorithm, we
observe that selectors P rj→k are always of the form P1
r
i→crd(r), P2
r
crd(r)→i, or P3
r
i→crd(r). Note the
different role played by i in the various cases (sender in P1 and P3, receiver in P2). Note also that
one of the abstract place-holders j, k always denotes the coordinator crd(r) of the round r in which
the message is sent. Thus, one among the abstract place-holders j, k is actually redundant—which
one depends on the phase of the message—but we stick to the verbose notation P rj→k for the sake
of clarity.
For the data part, we mostly use the array formulation of contents.
• Q.P1ri→crd(r) has the form ((v, s), τ), where (v, s) is the proposal of process i at round r;
• Q.P2rcrd(r)→i has the form ((v, s), τ), where (v, s) is the round proposal sent by coordinator
crd(r) to all processes i ∈ P;
• Q.P3ri→crd(r) has the form (a, τ) where a ∈ { ack, nack } is the positive/negative acknowledg-
ment of process i at round r.
Initially, Q0 = ∅, because we assume that no message has been sent yet.
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Reliable Broadcast
Reliable Broadcast is an abstraction that allows a process to reliably send a message to all the
other (non-crashed) processes in the system, thus satisfying the properties of Validity, Agreement,
and Integrity as reported in section 2.3. In order to satisfy the Rbc-properties our model must
keep track of the delivery status of each broadcast message with respect to every involved process.
Thus, in a first approximation, we can see the component B as a (multi-)set in which each element
contains (i) the broadcast message and (ii) the set of processes that are supposed to deliver it.
Note that the Consensus algorithm uses Reliable Broadcast exclusively for the dissemination
of decisions: in a given round, only the coordinator can execute Rbc broadcast to trigger
the sending of messages that mention this round number. Therefore, we use round numbers to
properly distinguish all the broadcasts that may possibly occur in a single run. We model B as
an unbounded array indexed by the round number r ∈ N : B(r) is either undefined (⊥) or a pair
of the form (v, D) where v ∈ V is the decision value broadcasted by crd(r), and D ⊆ P the set
of processes that have not yet executed Rbc deliver for this message. Initially B0 := ∅, that is
B0(r) = ⊥ for all r ∈ N. We insert/update entries in B by the notation B{ r 7→ V } for r ∈ N and
V ∈ (V× 2P) defined by:
B{ r 7→ V }(rˆ)
def
=
{
V if rˆ = r
B(rˆ) otherwise
4.2 Auxiliary notation
We often use a dot · as a wildcard in various expressions to indicate that we assume there exists
an appropriate instance, but that its actual value does not matter in that context.
In the following, we define precise projections from Q onto selected sub-structures. Let Q ⊆ Q,
then
Q.P r
def
= {x ∈ Q | x = (r, P, ·, ·, ·, ·) }
is used to project out of a given structure Q the slice that describes just those elements that
were exchanged in phase P of round r between arbitrary processes. Apart from this abbreviation,
which works solely on the selector part of Q’s elements, we also use some specific projections with
respect to the data part.
received(Q)
def
= {x ∈ Q | x = (·, ·, ·, ·, ·, received) }
ack(Q)
def
= {x ∈ Q | x = (·, ·, ·, ·, ack, ·) }
Note that all of these resulting slices are just subsets of Q, so it makes sense to permit the
selector notation Q.P rj→k also for such slices of Q. These abbreviations will be used later on in
the formalization of the Consensus algorithm to check their relation to the majority of processes.
On a lower level, we abbreviate the extraction of information out of 1st- and 2nd-phase message
contents as follows: we use prop(((v, s), t)) := (v, s) to extract the proposal of a history element,
while stamp(((v, s), t)) := s denotes just the stamp associated to the proposal.
In phase P2, the coordinator of a round selects the best proposal among a majority of 1st-phase
proposals for that round. The best proposal is the one with the highest stamp. If there exist more
than one proposal with the same stamp, different strategies can apply. In this paper, we select
the proposal sent by the process with the smallest identifier. Other strategies can be reduced to
this particular one by appropriately reordering processes.
Definition 4.2.1 Let 〈B,Q,S 〉 be a configuration. Let min and max denote the standard opera-
tors to calculate the minimum and maximum, respectively, of a set of integers. Let
highestr(Q)
def
= max{ s | (·, ·, ·, ·, (·, s), ·) ∈ received(Q).P1r }
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denote the greatest (i.e., most recent) stamp occurring in a proposal that was received in round r.
Let
winnerr(Q)
def
= min{ j | (·, ·, j, ·, (·, highestr(Q)), ·) ∈ received(Q).P1r }
denote the process that contributes the winning proposal for round r in Q.P1. Then,
bestr(Q)
def
= prop(Q.P1rwinnerr(Q)→crd(r))
denotes the respective “best proposal” for round r, meaning the received proposal with the highest
stamp sent by the process with the smallest identifier.
In phase P2, the coordinator process crd(r) also sends bestr(Q) as the round proposal for round
r to all processes. When this happens, we denote the value component of the round proposal as
follows.
Definition 4.2.2
valr(Q)
def
=
{
v if, for all i ∈ P, Q.P2rcrd(r)→i = ((v, ·), ·)
⊥ otherwise
Note that valr(Q) is always uniquely defined, thus it can also be seen as a function.
4.3 The algorithm in transition-rule format
Everything is in place to reformulate the Consensus algorithm in terms of transition rules. Recall
from § 4.1 that the global initial state of the formalized Consensus algorithm is:
〈B0,Q0,S
(v1,...,vn)
0 〉
def
= 〈 ∅, ∅, { i 7→ ((0, W), (vi, 0),⊥) }i∈P 〉 .
The rules are given in Table 3. Intuitively, rule (while) models the while condition of the
algorithm; the rules (phs-*) describe how processes evolve, sequentially, from one phase to the
next, and from one round to the next; the rule (Rbc-deliver) models the possibility of Rbc-
delivering a message that has previously been Rbc-broadcast by some coordinator. Our verbose
explanations below are intended to show in detail how closely these rules correspond to the pseudo
code of §3.1. Finally, note that the rules of Table 3 are to be used together with the algorithm-
independent rules of Table 2 on point-to-point message transmission and process crashes.
Every rule typically picks one of the processes, say i, and, driven by i’s current program counter,
checks whether the respective “firing conditions” are satisfied. By definition, the rules can only
be applied to non-crashed processes i, i.e., when S(i) 6= ⊥.
A process can execute rule (while) only while being in phase W and having not yet decided.
A process is in phase W when the algorithm is first started and also, as we will see by examining
the other rules, when a round finishes and a new one is ready to begin. The execution of rule
(while) affects only the state of the process, in particular its program counter: the round number
is incremented “by one” and the phase becomes P1. A new round starts. This is the only rule
that can be executed by a process that begins the algorithm.
Rule (phs-1) implements phase P1 of Table 1. The process can execute this rule only when
being in phase P1. The execution has the effect of creating an outgoing 1st-phase message directed
to the coordinator of the round, and of incrementing the state of the process to a new phase P .
The value of P depends on whether the process is the coordinator of the round or not, and it is
equal respectively to P2 or P3. To optimize the presentation of the semantics, rule (phs-1) is not
exactly the representation of P1 as it already performs the coordinator check that in the pseudo
code is only made in P2.
Rule (phs-2) represents phase P2 of the algorithm in Table 1. As said above, the rule does not
check for coordinator identity because this test is already performed in rule (phs-1). Consequently,
only the coordinator has the possibility of being in phase P2 of a round. In order to execute this
rule, the process must be in phase P2 and must have received at least a majority of the 1st-phase
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(while)
S(i) = ((r, W), b,⊥)〈 B
Q
S
〉
−→
〈 B
Q
S{ i 7→ ((r+1, P1), b,⊥) }
〉
(phs-1)
S(i) = ((r, P1), b, d)〈
B
Q
S
〉
−→
〈 B
Q{ P1ri→crd(r) 7→ (b, outgoing) }
S{ i 7→ ((r, P ), b, d) }
〉 where P def=
(
P2 if i = crd(r)
P3 if i 6= crd(r)
(phs-2)
S(i) = ((r, P2), b, d) | received(Q).P1r| ≥ d(n+1)/2e〈
B
Q
S
〉
−→
〈 B
Q{ P2rcrd(r)→j 7→ (best
r(Q), outgoing) }∀1≤j≤n
S{ i 7→ ((r, P3), b, d) }
〉
(phs-3-trust)
S(i) = ((r, P3), b, d) Q.P2rcrd(r)→i = ((v, s), received)〈 B
Q
S
〉
−→
〈 B
Q{ P3ri→crd(r) 7→ (ack, outgoing) }
S{ i 7→ ((r, P ), (v, r), d) }
〉 where P def=
(
P4 if i = crd(r)
W if i 6= crd(r)
(phs-3-suspect)
S(i) = ((r, P3), b, d)
i 6= crd(r)
Q.P2rcrd(r)→i 6= (·, received)〈
B
Q
S
〉
−→
〈 B
Q{ P3ri→crd(r) 7→ (nack, outgoing) }
S{ i 7→ ((r, W), b, d) }
〉
(phs-4-fail)
S(i) = ((r, P4), b, d)
| received(Q).P3r| ≥ d(n+1)/2e
| ack(received(Q).P3r)| < d(n+1)/2e〈 B
Q
S
〉
−→
〈 B
Q
S{ i 7→ ((r, W), b, d) }
〉
(phs-4-success)
S(i) = ((r, P4), (v, s), d) | ack(received(Q).P3r)| ≥ d(n+1)/2e〈 B
Q
S
〉
−→
〈 B{ r 7→ (v, P) }
Q
S{ i 7→ ((r, W), (v, s), d) }
〉
(Rbc-deliver)
S(i) = (c, b, d)
B(r) = (v, D)
i ∈ D〈
B
Q
S
〉
−→
〈
B{ r 7→ (v, D\{i}) }
Q
S{ i 7→ (c, b, d′) }
〉 where d′ def=
(
(v, r) if d = ⊥
d if d 6= ⊥
Table 3: The Consensus algorithm
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messages that have been sent to it for its current round. The execution increments the phase of
the process state to P3, and creates n outgoing messages (each of them addressed to a different
process) carrying the best proposal, as selected by the coordinator.
Phase P3 of Table 1 presents an await with two alternatives. To render these conditions
in our transition system we need to introduce two different rules. Rule (phs-3-trust) is the
representation of P3 when received Qpp.P2r 6= ∅. This rule can be executed only when the
process is in phase P3 and the 2nd-phase message sent by the coordinator for that round has
been received. The execution of (phs-3-trust) has the effect of creating an outgoing positively
acknowledging 3rd-phase message directed to the coordinator of the current round, and moving the
process to a new phase P . Once again, the value of P depends on whether the process is the current
coordinator of the round or not, and it is equal respectively to P4 or W. As explained before for
(phs-1), the rule (phs-3-trust) is not the exact representation of P3 for received Qpp.P2r 6= ∅
because it performs the check on the coordinator identity that in the pseudo code is deferred to P4.
Rule (phs-3-suspect) is the representation of P3 when the boolean condition suspected(crd(r))
is true. For convenience, a coordinator is not allowed to suspect itself, so (phs-3-suspect) can be
executed by any process, except the coordinator, that is in phase P3 and has not yet received its
2nd-phase message for that round. Once again, this rule is not the exact representation of P3 for
received Qpp.P2r 6= ∅ because it (implicitly) performs here the check on the coordinator identity
that in the pseudo code is deferred to P4.
Phase P4 of Table 1 contains a conditional to determine whether the process is the coordinator
of the current round; as we have seen this condition is already taken into account in rules (phs-3-
trust) and (phs-3-suspect). Both rule (phs-4-fail) and rule (phs-4-success) can be executed
only if the process has received at least a majority of 3rd-phase messages for its current round;
this models the condition await | received Qpp.P3r | ≥ d(n+1)/2e. The rule (phs-4-success)
implements the case when | ack(received Qpp.P3r) | ≥ d(n+1)/2e while rule (phs-4-fail) is for
the opposite case. Rule (phs-4-fail) can be executed if the process is in phase P4, and if it has
received at least a majority of 3rd-phase messages for the current round, but only if there is not a
majority of positive acknowledgments. The execution simply increments the phase of the process
state to W, enabling a new round to start (if the conditions of rule (while) are matched). On
the contrary, rule (phs-4-success) can be executed if the process is in phase P4, and if it has
received at least a majority of positively acknowledging 3rd-phase messages for the current round
(this implies that the number of 3rd-phase messages received by the process in the current round
is at least equal to d(n+1)/2e). The execution of rule (phs-4-success) increments the phase of
the process state to W, making it possible for a new round to start. Moreover, it adds to B, in
correspondence to the current round, a new element containing the belief of the process. This is
the representation of Rbc broadcast(i, state.belief) of Table 1. The identity of the process that
has inserted the element in B can be retrieved later (if needed) from the round number to which
it is associated. In fact, in each round, the only process that can be in phase P4 and can therefore
execute rule (phs-4-success) is the coordinator of the round.
Rule (Rbc-deliver) is the representation of the when block in Table 1. It can be executed at
any time by any process provided that there is an element in B that contains the process identifier.
The execution of (Rbc-deliver) subtracts the process identifier from the list of processes that
still have to deliver the message. Moreover, if the process has not yet decided (d is still undefined)
the execution forces the process to decide for the value carried in the delivered message.
Notation. Most derivations of computation steps 〈B,Q,S 〉 −→ 〈B′,Q′,S′ 〉 are fully deter-
mined by (1) the source configuration 〈B,Q,S 〉, (2) the identifier i of the process that executes
the action —note that each rule “touches” at most one state component— and (3) the name (Rule)
of the rule that is applied. This is true for all of the rules in Table 3 (since they model a deter-
ministic algorithm) as well as for rule (crash) of Table 2. The only exceptions are the Qpp-rules,
where the choice of the processed message is non-deterministic. Accordingly, in statements about
runs, we will occasionally denote computation steps by writing
〈B,Q,S 〉 −→i:(Rule) 〈B
′,Q′,S′ 〉 .
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Sometimes, instead of the former notation for runs,
〈B0,Q0,S
(v1,...,vn)
0 〉 −→
∗ 〈B,Q,S 〉 −→∗/∞
we use the more succinct notation
(
Cx
)(v1,...,vn)
T
as an abbreviation for
(
Cx
)(v1,...,vn)
x∈T
where Cx = 〈Bx,Qx,Sx 〉
and T is an interval of natural numbers, i.e., either [ t0, tm ] (denoting finite runs, or prefixes
thereof) or [ t0,∞ ) (denoting infinite runs) for some t0, tm ∈ N with t0 ≤ tm, such that for all
t > t0:
Ct−1 −→i:(Rule) Ct
for some i ∈ P and rule (Rule). Unless specified otherwise, we assume t0 = 0.
4.4 On histories, locality and distribution.
In the context of algorithm verification, it is often useful to book-keep some execution information
that is needed for the proofs. This information should not be used by the processes as knowledge
(i.e., it should not affect the behavior of the algorithm under study), it should rather be used
to simplify the job of the prover. History variables have been introduced for this purpose, as an
augmentation of the state space that is not accessible to the processes. (See the Related work
section in §7 for a comparison with related approaches and the most relevant references.)
In our work, we use the components B and Q as communication media. For the proofs, not
only we need to record the messages sent or received by correct processes, but we also must keep
track of the messages that possibly got lost due to process crashes. To avoid the repetition of alike
structures, we enrich B and Q with additional information. This information does not affect the
behavior of the algorithm because processes neither need the additional information nor can they
ever take advantage of it. In the following, we clarify this double role of B and Q.
In B, Rbc-messages appear as soon as they are Rbc-broadcast, while on Rbc-delivery the
intended receiver checks for the presence of a relevant message in the medium. The knowledge
that a Rbc-delivery of the message by some particular process has occurred remains present in
B, always leaving behind an entry of the form (v, ·) as witness, even if all processes have Rbc-
delivered. However, no process can ever see whether another process has already Rbc-delivered,
so this globally available knowledge does not influence the algorithm.
With Q and its interpretation given in §4.1, the situation is slightly more complicated, because
the component does not only play the global role of a communication medium, but also the role
of message queues, namely
{x ∈ Q | x = (·, ·, j, ·, ·, outgoing) }
for outgoing Qpp-messages, local at the sender (here: for process j), and
{x ∈ Q | x = (·, ·, ·, k, ·, received) }
for received Qpp-messages, local at the receiver (here: for process k). The double use of Q
as communication medium and message queues provides us with convenient mathematical proof
structures. For example, outgoing message queues allow us to model the simultaneous sending of
multiple messages by an atomic step of the algorithm. The crash-sensitive passage of individual
messages from the outgoing queue to the communication medium is left to an independent rule,
but still works on the same data structure by just changing message tags. As in the case of
Rbc-messages, Qpp-messages are never thrown away, but are rather kept in the data structure to
witness their prior existence in the run.
Despite the apparently global availability of the structure Q, in particular of all of its queues,
the execution of any rule of the algorithm by any process maintains a purely local character. In
fact, whenever some process checks for the presence of one or several messages in the medium,
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it always only checks for their presence in subcomponents that represent its own local message
queues. Symmetrically, whenever some process sends a message, this is put in the process’ own
local outgoing queue.
Summing up, when considered as communication media both B and Q model the complete
lifetime of the respective kinds of messages. We consider a Qpp-message as dead in three different
cases: (i) when it is stuck in the outgoing-queue of a crashed process, (ii) when it is stuck in the
received-queue of a crashed process, (iii) when it is kept in a received-queue and it has already
been processed, (iv) when it is in transit and its receiver has crashed.
We consider a Rbc-message as dead if it is kept in B but the set of processes that still have
to Rbc-deliver it is either empty or contains only crashed processes. The history character of B
and Q is represented precisely by the fact that they keep information about each message even
beyond the death of the message itself, which is in contrast to the mere algorithmic use. This kind
of historical information would not be as easily accessible, and thus not as easy to model, if we
did not integrate the multiple local Qpp-messages queues within the single global component Q.
4.5 Formal specification of the underlying abstractions
According to [CT96], a process is called correct in a given run, if it does not crash in that run.
To formalize this notion in our model, we just need to check the definedness of the relevant state
entry in all configurations of the given run.
Definition 4.5.1 (Correct Processes) Let R =
(
〈Bx,Qx,Sx 〉
)(v1,...,vn)
T
. We define
Correct(R) := { i ∈ P | ∀t ∈ T : St(i) 6= ⊥} .
A process i ∈ Correct(R) is called correct in R.
In §2.1, we informally introduced the notion of Qpp-messaging. To formally state the quasi-
reliability property of the messaging service based on our model, we need to specify when precisely
the message of interest appears in a run for the first time, i.e., when the intended primitive
Qpp send is executed. There are several rules in our semantics that start the sending of a
message. In contrast, there is only a single rule that corresponds to Qpp receive, namely rule
(Qpp-deliver).
Definition 4.5.2 (Quasi-Reliable Point-To-Point) Let R =
(
〈Bx,Qx,Sx 〉
)(v1,...,vn)
T
denote
a run. R satisfies Qpp-Reliability if, for all processes j, k ∈ Correct(R) and time t > 0, whenever
〈 ·,Qt−1, · 〉 −→j:(·) 〈 ·,Qt, · 〉
with Qt−1.P
r
j→k = ⊥ and Qt.P
r
j→k = (·, outgoing), for r > 0 and P ∈ {P1, P2, P3 }, then there is
u > t such that
〈 ·,Qu−1, · 〉 −→k:(Qpp-deliver) 〈 ·,Qu, · 〉
with Qu.P
r
j→k = (·, received).
It turns out that, by construction, and because we do not have message loss, finite complete
Consensus runs are always Qpp-reliable in the sense that all Qpp-messages exchanged between
correct processes must have been received when the final state is reached.
In §2.2, we informally introduced the notion of the FD Ω, which is defined to satisfy the
following property: there is a time tˆ after which all processes always trust (i.e., do not suspect)
the same correct process k. Now, we formalize this property in our rewrite system by expressing
that, whenever after time tˆ some process i suspects another process—necessarily the coordinator of
the round r that the suspecting process i currently visits—then this suspected process is different
from the trusted process k.
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Definition 4.5.3 (Failure Detection) Let R =
(
〈Bx,Qx,Sx 〉
)(v1,...,vn)
T
be a run. R satisfies
the property Ω if there is k ∈ Correct(R) and there is tˆ > 0 such that for all t > tˆ, whenever
〈 ·, ·,St−1 〉 −→i:(phs-3-suspect) 〈 ·, ·,St 〉
and St(i) = ((r, P ), ·, ·), then k 6= crd(r).
Note that this definition does not explicitly model the trust in process k via some (global) math-
ematical structure (as the run-specific time-dependent function HΩ : P× T → P of [CHT96]), but
rather just observes that process k is obviously trusted in a given run. Since the explicit modeling
is used for precisely the purpose of detecting a trusted process, we consider the two representations
as being equivalent.
In § 2.3, we informally introduced the notion of Reliable Broadcast. For the formal definition
of the properties of Reliable Broadcast we have a direct correspondence between the informal
terminology of “executing a primitive” and the execution of a particular transition rule. In order
to make precise that some Rbc-delivery actually corresponds to a particular Rbc-broadcast, we
explicitly refer to the round r of the respective (preceding) execution of broadcast.
Definition 4.5.4 (Reliable Broadcast) Let R =
(
〈Bx,Qx,Sx 〉
)(v1,...,vn)
T
denote a run. Then
we define some of its properties:
1. Rbc-Validity: for every i ∈ Correct(R), if there is t > 0 such that
〈Bt−1, ·, · 〉 −→i:(phs-4-success) 〈Bt, ·, · 〉
with Bt−1(r) = ⊥ and Bt(r) = (v, P) for some r > 0, then there is u > t such that
〈Bu−1, ·, · 〉 −→i:(Rbc-deliver) 〈Bu, ·, · 〉
with Bu−1(r) = (v, Du−1), Bu(r) = (v, Du) and Du−1 = Du ] {i}.
2. Rbc-Agreement: for every i ∈ Correct(R), if there is t > 0 such that
〈Bt−1, ·, · 〉 −→i:(Rbc-deliver) 〈Bt, ·, · 〉
with Bt−1(r) = (v, Dt−1), Bt(r) = (v, Dt) and Dt−1 = Dt ] {i} for some r > 0,
then, for every j ∈ Correct(R), there is u > 0 such that
〈Bu−1, ·, · 〉 −→j:(Rbc-deliver) 〈Bu, ·, · 〉
with Bu−1(r) = (v, Du−1), Bu(r) = (v, Du) and Du−1 = Du ] {j}.
3. (Uniform) Rbc-Integrity: for every i ∈ Correct(R), if there are t1, t2 > 0 such that
〈Bt1−1, ·, · 〉 −→i:(Rbc-deliver) 〈Bt1 , ·, · 〉 〈Bt2−1, ·, · 〉 −→i:(Rbc-deliver) 〈Bt2 , ·, · 〉
and, for some r > 0, both
(a) Bt1−1(r) = (v, Dt1−1), Bt1(r) = (v, Dt1), and Dt1−1 = Dt1 ] {i}.
(b) Bt2−1(r) = (v, Dt2−1), Bt2(r) = (v, Dt2), and Dt2−1 = Dt2 ] {i}.
then t1 = t2 and there is u < t1 such that
〈Bu−1, ·, · 〉 −→i:(phs-4-success) 〈Bu, ·, · 〉
with Bu−1(r) = ⊥ and Bu(r) = (v, P).
Finally, we put all the properties together to select those runs of Consensus where only a
minority of processes may crash, and that are based on the proper functioning of both the com-
munication and the failure detection services.
Definition 4.5.5 (Admissible runs) A Consensus run R =
(
〈Bx,Qx,Sx 〉
)(v1,...,vn)
T
is called
admissible if it satisfies Qpp-Reliability, the three Rbc-properties, the Ω-property and, in addition,
exhibits a majority of correct processes, i.e., Correct(R) ≥ d(n+1)/2e.
We will prove that all admissible runs of Consensus satisfy Validity, Agreement and Termination.
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5 Basic properties of the algorithm
In this section we prove a number of basic properties of the Consensus algorithm defined in
Section 4.3. Most of them are simple, but still very useful properties holding for (prefixes of) runs
of the form:
〈B0,Q0,S
(v1,...,vn)
0 〉 −→
∗ 〈B,Q,S 〉 .
For the sake of clarity, we give in this section only the most significant proofs; we relegate the
remaining ones to the Appendix. When carrying out proofs more informally, on the basis of pseudo
code, the properties of this section are those that would typically be introduced via the words “by
inspection of the code”. To express them formally, we first need to define some appropriate
orderings on the components of configurations.
5.1 Orderings
Natural orders can be defined on process states as well as point-to-point and broadcast histories.
Phase identifiers are transitively ordered as P1 < P2 < P3 < P4 < W; we write ≤ to denote
the reflexive closure of <. From the order on phases it is easy to derive a partial order on program
counters that takes into account whether the respective process, say i, is coordinator of a particular
round r.
Definition 5.1.1 (Ordering Program Counters) Let P, P ′ ∈ {P1, P2, P3, P4, W } and r, r′ ∈
N.
1. We write (r, P ) ≤ (r′, P ′) if r < r′ or (r = r′ ∧ P ≤ P ′).
2. The pair (r, P ) is a valid program counter for some process i if:
(a) i 6= crd(r) implies P ∈ {P1, P3, W }, and
(b) r = 0 implies P = W.
3. We write (r, P ) ≤i (r′, P ′) if (r, P ) ≤ (r′, P ′) and both (r, P ) and (r′, P ′) are valid for process
i.
We write (r, P ) <i (r
′, P ′) (respectively, (r, P ) < (r′, P ′)) if (r, P ) ≤i (r′, P ′) (respectively,
(r, P ) ≤ (r′, P ′)) and (r, P ) 6= (r′, P ′).
Notice that in the definition of ≤i the validity conditions are necessary as only coordinators
go through phases P2 and P4, and as round 0 starts in phase W. Due to the latter, there is no r
and P such that (r, P ) <i (0, W).
If we consider the partial order on program counters, together with the information on the
processes’ crash status (where defined is smaller than undefined) and the value of the decision
field (where undefined is smaller than defined), then we can establish a partial order on both the
global state array and the local states of the processes.
Definition 5.1.2 (Ordering States) Let S and S′ be process states and i ∈ P. We write S(i) ≤
S′(i) if
1. either S′(i) = ⊥,
2. or S(i)=(ci, ·, di) and S′(i)=(c′i, ·, d
′
i) where
• either ci <i c′i,
• or ci = c′i ∧ ((di = d
′
i) ∨ di = ⊥).
We write S ≤ S′ if for all i ∈ P it holds that S(i) ≤ S′(i). We write S(i) < S′(i) if S(i) ≤ S′(i)
and S(i) 6= S′(i). Similarly, we write S < S′ if S ≤ S′ and S 6= S′.
Note that the global ordering on state arrays properly reflects the local character of the transi-
tion rules of §4.3. As we will show with Lemma 5.2.1 each computation step of the algorithm
corresponds precisely to the state change of a single process.
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Message histories are ordered as follows: an entry defined in the later history must either be
undefined in the older history, or its tag in the older history is smaller according to the transitive
order:
outgoing < transit < received .
Definition 5.1.3 (Ordering Qpp-Message Histories) Let Q,Q′ be Qpp-message histories.
Then Q ≤ Q′ iff for all X ∈ {P1ri→crd(r), P2
r
crd(r)→i, P3
r
i→crd(r) }, with i ∈ P and r ∈ N :
1. either Q.X = ⊥
2. or Q.X = (V, τ) ∧ Q′.X = (V, τ ′) ∧ τ ≤ τ ′.
As usual, we define the strict counterpart as Q < Q′ iff Q ≤ Q′ and Q 6= Q′.
In fact, our transition rules (Qpp snd) and (Qpp deliver) overwrite transmission tags, but only
in increasing order while leaving the other data unchanged (see Corollary 5.2.5). Note that the
order of Qpp-message histories is transitive.
Finally, broadcast histories are ordered according to the decreasing delivery set of their entries.
Definition 5.1.4 (Ordering Rbc-Message Histories) Let B,B′ be Rbc-message histories
and r ∈ N. We write B(r) ≤ B′(r) iff
1. either B(r) = ⊥
2. or B(r) = (v, D) and B′(r) = (v, D′) with D ⊇ D′.
We write B ≤ B′ if for all r ∈ N it holds that B(r) ≤ B′(r). We write B(r) < B′(r) if
B(r) ≤ B′(r) and B(r) 6= B′(r). Similarly, we write B < B′ if B ≤ B′ and B 6= B′.
As for Qpp-message histories, overwriting of Rbc-message histories may happen, but only decreas-
ing the delivery set, while keeping the recorded broadcast value unchanged (see Lemma 5.2.4).
5.2 Monotonicity and message evolution
In every Consensus run, states and message histories are monotonically non-decreasing. We start
from the monotonicity of the state component, which is derived from the respective program
counters.
Lemma 5.2.1 (Monotonicity of States) Let R =
(
〈Bx,Qx,Sx 〉
)(v1,...,vn)
T
be a run. Let
〈Bu−1,Qu−1,Su−1 〉 −→i:(Rule) 〈Bu,Qu,Su 〉
be an arbitrary computation step of R, for some u ∈ T , i ∈ P, with Su−1(i) = (cu−1, ·, ·).
1. If (Rule) is rule (crash), then Su = ⊥, and hence Su−1(i) < Su(i) and Su−1 < Su.
2. If (Rule) is any of the rules (Qpp send) or (Qpp deliver), then Su(i) = (cu, ·, ·) with
cu−1 = cu, and hence Su−1(i) = Su(i), and Su−1 = Su.
3. If (Rule) is rule (while), then Su(i) = (cu, ·, ·) with cu−1 < cu, and hence Su−1(i) < Su(i),
and Su−1 < Su.
4. If (Rule) is any of the (phs-*)-rules, then Su(i) = (cu, ·, ·) with cu−1 < cu, and hence
Su−1(i) < Su(i), and Su−1 < Su.
5. If (Rule) is rule (Rbc-deliver), then Su(i) = (cu, ·, ·) with cu−1 = cu, and hence
Su−1(i) ≤ Su(i), and Su−1 ≤ Su.
Proof. Immediate from the local comparison of premises and conclusions of each individual rule
(Rule), and Definition 5.1.2 of the state ordering derived from program counters. 2
Proving the monotonicity of the Qpp-message history Q and of the Rbc-message history B
takes instead a bit more effort (see Lemma 5.2.4). Analyzing the transition rules in Table 2 and 3,
we see that there are precisely four rules that add messages to a component Q, namely (phs-1),
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(phs-2), (phs-3-trust), and (phs-3-suspect). Moreover, there are two rules that change the
content of messages in a component Q, namely (Qpp snd) and (Qpp deliver). All the other
rules leave the component Q untouched. As for B, there is only one rule that adds messages
to it (phs-4-success). Moreover, the application of rule (rbc-deliver) changes the content of
messages in a component B while all other rules leave B untouched.
The following lemma describes how 1st-, 2nd-, 3rd-phase and broadcast messages are created,
essentially by reading the transition rules backwards and identifying appropriate conditions. More
precisely, from the definedness of an entry in the Qpp-message or in the Rbc-message history of
some reachable configuration, we can derive that there must have been along the way (starting
from the initial configuration) a uniquely defined computation step, where this particular entry
was first added. This addition must have been produced by one of the aforementioned five rules.
In order to uniquely identify such steps, we decompose the run that led to the assumed reachable
configuration into four parts, as follows. (We recall here that with Qu.P
r
i→j 6= ⊥ we mean that at
time u the entry for message P ri→j is defined and has the form (contents, τ). This means that at
time u, message P ri→j has been sent.)
Lemma 5.2.2 (Message Creation) Let R =
(
〈Bx,Qx,Sx 〉
)(v1,...,vn)
T
be a run. Then,
1. If Qu.P1
r
i→crd(r) 6= ⊥, for some u ∈ T , i ∈ P, and r > 0, then there is t ∈ T , t ≤ u, for
which
〈Bt−1,Qt−1,St−1 〉 −→i:(phs-1) 〈Bt,Qt,St 〉
such that, for some b ∈ V× N
Qt−1.P1
r
i→crd(r) = ⊥
Qt.P1
r
i→crd(r) = (b, outgoing)
St−1(i) =
(
(r, P1), b, ·
)
St(i) =
(
(r, P ), b, ·
)
where, if i = crd(r) then P = P2, otherwise P = P3.
2. If Qu.P2
r
crd(r)→k 6= ⊥, for some u ∈ T , k ∈ P, and r > 0, then there is t ∈ T , t ≤ u, for
which
〈Bt−1,Qt−1,St−1 〉 −→crd(r):(phs-2) 〈Bt,Qt,St 〉
such that, for some b ∈ V× N and for all i ∈ P
Qt−1.P2
r
crd(r)→i = ⊥
Qt.P2
r
crd(r)→i = (best
r(Qt−1), outgoing)
St−1(crd(r)) =
(
(r, P2), b, ·
)
St(crd(r)) =
(
(r, P3), b, ·
)
3. If Qu.P3
r
i→crd(r) 6= ⊥, for some u ∈ T , i ∈ P, and r > 0, then there is t ∈ T , t ≤ u, for
which
〈Bt−1,Qt−1,St−1 〉 −→i:(Rule) 〈Bt,Qt,St 〉
such that either of the following is true, for some b ∈ V× N:
(a) Rule (Rule) is (phs-3-suspect), i 6= crd(r) and
Qt−1.P3
r
i→crd(r) = ⊥
Qt.P3
r
i→crd(r) = (nack, outgoing)
St−1(i) =
(
(r, P3), b, ·
)
St(i) =
(
(r, W), b, ·
)
(b) Rule (Rule) is (phs-3-trust) and
Qt−1.P3
r
i→crd(r) = ⊥
Qt.P3
r
i→crd(r) = (ack, outgoing)
St−1(i) =
(
(r, P3), b, ·
)
St(i) =
(
(r, P ), (valr(Qt−1), r), ·
)
where valr(Qt−1) 6= ⊥ and if i = crd(r) then P = P4, otherwise P = W.
4. If Bu(r) 6= ⊥, for some u ∈ T and for some r > 0, then there is t ∈ T , t ≤ u, for which
〈Bt−1,Qt−1,St−1 〉 −→crd(r):(phs-4-success) 〈Bt,Qt,St 〉
such that, for some v ∈ V
Bt−1(r) = ⊥
Bt(r) = (v, P)
St−1(crd(r)) =
(
(r, P4), (v, ·), ·
)
St(crd(r)) =
(
(r, W), (v, ·), ·
)
.
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An important property of the Consensus algorithm is that both Qpp- and Rbc-messages are
unique. This is guaranteed by the standard technique of adding enough distinguishing information
to messages. Intuitively, we formalize the absence of message duplication by stating that every
addition of a message is fresh. More precisely, whenever in a run a computation step is derived
using one of the five rules that add a message to some component Q or B, then the respective entry
must have been undefined up to this very moment. An alternative and slightly more technical
interpretation of this result is: if we had included conditions to ensure the prior non-definedness
of added messages as premises to the respective rules, then those conditions would have been
redundant.
Lemma 5.2.3 (Absence of Message Duplication) Let R =
(
〈Bx,Qx,Sx 〉
)(v1,...,vn)
T
be a run
such that, for some u ∈ T ,
〈Bu−1,Qu−1,Su−1 〉 −→i:(Rule) 〈Bu,Qu,Su 〉
with Su−1(i) = ((r, P ), ·, ·), for some r ∈ N, r > 0, and P ∈ {P1, P2, P3, P4}. Then,
1. If (Rule) is (phs-1), then Qu−1.P1
r
i→crd(r) = ⊥.
2. If (Rule) is (phs-2), then Qu−1.P2
r
crd(r)→k = ⊥.
3. If (Rule) is (phs-3-trust) or (phs-3-suspect), then Qu−1.P3
r
i→crd(r) = ⊥.
4. If (Rule) is (phs-4-success), then Bu−1(r) = ⊥.
Putting it all together, we can now state the monotonicity results for the two kinds of messages.
Lemma 5.2.4 (Monotonicity of Message Histories) Let R =
(
〈Bx,Qx,Sx 〉
)(v1,...,vn)
T
be a
run such that
〈Bu−1,Qu−1,Su−1 〉 −→i:(Rule) 〈Bu,Qu,Su 〉
for some u ∈ T and i ∈ P.
1. If (Rule) is any of the rules (while), (phs-4-fail), (phs-4-success), (Rbc-deliver),
(crash), then Qu−1 = Qu.
2. If (Rule) is any of the rules (Qpp snd), (Qpp deliver), (phs-1), (phs-2), (phs-3-trust)
or (phs-3-suspect). then Qu−1 < Qu.
3. If (Rule) is any of the rules (phs-4-success) or (Rbc-deliver), then Bu−1 < Bu.
4. If (Rule) is any of the rules (while), (phs-1), (phs-2), (phs-3-trust), (phs-3-suspect),
(phs-4-fail), (Qpp snd), (Qpp deliver), or (crash), then Bu−1 = Bu.
Proof. We prove the result by local comparison of premises and conclusions of each possible rule
(Rule).
If (Rule) is any of the rules (while), (phs-4-fail), (phs-4-success), (Rbc-deliver), (crash)
the Q component is not touched, and Qu−1 = Qu.
Similarly, if (Rule) is any of the rules (while), (phs-1), (phs-2), (phs-3-trust), (phs-3-
suspect), (phs-4-fail), (Qpp snd), (Qpp deliver), or (crash), then the B component is not
touched, and Bu−1 = Bu.
If (Rule) is (phs-1), (phs-2), (phs-3-trust), or (phs-3-suspect), then we know (Lemma 5.2.3)
that Qu−1.X = ⊥, while the application of (Rule) produces Qu.X 6= ⊥ with, respectively,
X ∈ {P1rj→k , P2
r
j→k , P3
r
j→k }. Since Qu−1 6= Qu, by Definition 5.1.3 we can say that Qu−1 < Qu.
If (Rule) is (Qpp snd) or (Qpp deliver), then the message tag is increased and by Defini-
tion 5.1.3 we can conclude Qu−1 < Qu.
If (Rule) is (phs-4-success) or (Rbc-deliver), then a new (Lemma 5.2.3) message is broad-
casted or an already existing message is delivered. By Definition 5.1.4 we have that Bu−1 ≤ Bu,
and, since Bu−1 6= Bu, we conclude Bu−1 < Bu. 2
Finally, we give here two straightforward results on the monotonicity of message histories.
The first states that the contents of messages that are stored within Q never change; only the
transmission tag may change. The second states that round proposals never get overwritten by
later updates of Q.
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Corollary 5.2.5 Let R =
(
〈Bx,Qx,Sx 〉
)(v1,...,vn)
T
be a run and X ∈ {P1rj→k , P2
r
j→k , P3
r
j→k },
where r ∈ N and j, k ∈ P. Let u, w ∈ T with u ≤ w.
1. If Qu.X = (V, τ), then there is τ
′ such that Qw.X = (V, τ
′) with τ ≤ τ ′.
2. If Bu = (v, D), then there is D
′ such that Bw = (v, D
′) with D ⊇ D′.
Proof.
1. By Definition 5.1.3 and iterated application of Lemma 5.2.4.
2. By Definition 5.1.4 and iterated application of Lemma 5.2.4.
2
Corollary 5.2.6 Let R =
(
〈Bx,Qx,Sx 〉
)(v1,...,vn)
T
be a run. Let valr(Qu) 6= ⊥, for some u ∈ T
and round r > 0, then for all w ∈ T , w ≥ u, it holds that valr(Qw) = val
r(Qu).
Proof. By the definition of valr(Q) and Corollary 5.2.5 for the case 2nd-phase messages. 2
5.3 Knowledge about reachable states
In this section we prove a number of properties of the states that can be reached by the algorithm.
These results will be crucial for proving Agreement and Termination.
In any Consensus run, no program counter can be skipped. More precisely, for any given
process i, if this process reaches some program counter, then it must have passed through all the
earlier valid program counters as well.
Lemma 5.3.1 (Program counters cannot be skipped) Let R =
(
〈Bx,Qx,Sx 〉
)(v1,...,vn)
T
be
a run. Let t ∈ T and i ∈ P such that St(i) =
(
(rt, Pt), ·, ·
)
. Then, for all valid program counters
(r, P ) with (0, W) ≤i (r, P ) <i (rt, Pt), there is u ∈ T , u < t, such that Su(i) =
(
(r, P ), ·, ·
)
.
Proof. By induction on t ∈ T , corresponding to the length of
〈B0,Q0,S
(v1,...,vn)
0 〉 −→
t 〈Bt,Qt,St 〉.
Base case t = 0 : By definition, for all i ∈ P, we have St(i) = S
(v1,...,vn)
0 =
(
(0, W), ·, ·
)
.
By definition, there is no r and P such that (r, P ) <i (0, W), so the statement is trivially
true.
Inductive case t > 0 : We prove the step from t−1 to t referring to the step
〈Bt−1,Qt−1,St−1 〉 −→j:(Rule) 〈Bt,Qt,St 〉 (1)
of R with St−1(j) =
(
(rt−1, Pt−1), ·, ·
)
and St(j) =
(
(rt, Pt), ·, ·
)
referring to the program
counter of the process j that was touched by the last transition, where the transition rule
(Rule) was applied.
By induction,
for all i ∈ P and for all valid program counters (r, P ) with (0, W) ≤i (r, P ) <i (rt−1, Pt−1)
there is 0 ≤ u < t−1 with Su(i) =
(
(r, P ), ·, ·
)
.
(2)
If i 6= j, then the desired statement is immediately true by the induction hypothesis, because
the transition from t−1 to t only touches the program counter of process j.
If i = j, then we proceed by exhaustive analysis of the cases of (Rule).
case (crash) This rule does not apply since St(j) 6= ⊥.
cases (Qpp-*) and (Rbc-deliver): With these rules, we get (rt−1, Pt−1) = (rt, Pt), thus
the statement holds immediately by the induction hypothesis.
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cases (while) and (phs-*) In all these cases, we get (rt−1, Pt−1) <j (rt, Pt). Moreover,
process i proceeds to the immediate successor in the program counter ordering, i.e.,
there is no (r, P ) such that (rt−1, Pt−1) <j (r, P ) <j (rt, Pt). To conclude, we only
require in addition to the induction hypothesis (2) that also for (rt−1, Pt−1) there exists
a u < t such that Su(i) =
(
(rt−1, Pt−1), ·, ·
)
, which is trivially satisfied with equation
(1) by u = t−1.
2
The following result states that in a consensus run messages cannot be skipped. More precisely:
a process i that has reached some round r, as witnessed by its program counter in the process
state, must necessarily have sent 1st- and 3rd-phase messages in all smaller rounds, plus 2nd-phase
messages in the rounds smaller than r where i was coordinator.
Lemma 5.3.2 (Messages cannot be skipped) Let
(
〈Bx,Qx,Sx 〉
)(v1,...,vn)
T
be a run.
Let Sz(i) = ((r, P ), ·, ·), for some z ∈ T . Let rˆ ∈ N with rˆ ≤ r.
1. If (rˆ, P1) <i (r, P ), then Qz.P1
rˆ
i→crd(rˆ) 6= ⊥.
2. If (rˆ, P2) <i (r, P ) and i = crd(rˆ), then Qz.P2
rˆ
crd(rˆ)→k 6= ⊥ for all k ∈ P.
3. If (rˆ, P3) <i (r, P ), then Qz.P3
rˆ
i→crd(rˆ) 6= ⊥.
In the following lemma we prove that the stamp contained in the current belief of a process
state is always smaller than or equal to the current round number.
Lemma 5.3.3 (Stamp consistency in process states) Let
(
〈Bx,Qx,Sx 〉
)(v1,...,vn)
T
be a run.
Let t ∈ T and i ∈ P with St(i) =
(
(rt, Pt), (·, st), ·
)
.
1. If Pt ∈ {P4, W} then st ≤ rt.
2. If Pt ∈ {P1, P2, P3} then st < rt.
3. If z ∈ T , with t ≤ z and Sz(i) =
(
(rz , Pz), (·, sz), ·
)
, then st ≤ sz.
The previous consistency lemma for process state information directly carries over to messages.
Lemma 5.3.4 (Stamp consistency in process proposal) Let
(
〈Bx,Qx,Sx 〉
)(v1,...,vn)
T
be a
run. Let Qz.P1
r
i→crd(r)=((·, s), ·) for some z ∈ T , round r ∈ N, stamp s ∈ N and process i ∈ P.
Then:
1. s < r
2. for all r′ with 0 < r′ < r, we have Qz.P1
r′
i→crd(r′)=((·, s
′), ·), for some s′ ∈ N with s′ ≤ s.
Proof.
1. 1st-phase messages can only be created by applying rule (phs-1), where the belief component
of the current state is copied into the new 1st-phase message. As rule (phs-1) can only be
applied in phase P1, by Lemma 5.3.3(2) it follows that s < r.
2. As Qz.P1
r
i→crd(r)=((·, s), ·), by Lemma 5.2.2(1) there is u ∈ T with u ≤ z, for which
〈Bu−1,Qu−1,Su−1 〉 −→i:(phs-1) 〈Bu,Qu,Su 〉
where Su−1(i)=
(
(r, P1), (·, s), ·
)
and Su(i)=
(
(r, P ), (·, s), ·
)
, with P = P2 if i = crd(r) and
P = P3 otherwise.
Let us fix an arbitrary r′ < r. By Definition 5.1.1, it holds that (r′, P1) <i (r, P ).
By Lemma 5.3.2(1), we get that Qu.P1
r′
i→crd(r′) 6= ⊥. Let Qu.P1
r′
i→crd(r′)=((·, s
′), ·) for some
s′ ∈ N. Again, by Lemma 5.2.2(1) there is t ∈ T for which
〈Bt−1,Qt−1,St−1 〉 −→i:(phs-1) 〈Bt,Qt,St 〉
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where St−1(i)=
(
(r′, P1), (·, s′), ·
)
and St(i)=
(
(r′, P ), (·, s′), ·
)
, with P ′ ∈ {P2, P3}. Since
r′ < r, by Definition 5.1.1 we have (r′, P ′) <i (r, P1); by Definition 5.1.2 it follows that
St(i) < Su(i). By Lemma 5.2.1 process states are non-decreasing, and hence t < u. By
Lemma 5.3.3(3), we derive s′ ≤ s. By Corollary 5.2.5 and Qu.P1
r′
i→crd(r′)=((·, s
′), ·), we also
have Qz.P1
r′
i→crd(r′)=((·, s
′), ·).
2
The next lemma states how the proposal of a process, i.e., its 1st-phase message, correlates
with the 3rd-phase message that the process itself emitted in the previous round. In fact, the 3rd-
phase message is an acknowledgment for the round proposal: depending on whether the process
acknowledges positively or negatively, it adopts the round proposal as its own new belief or it
keeps its old one. It is this possibly updated belief that the process then sends as its proposal to
the coordinator of the following round.
Lemma 5.3.5 (Proposal creation) Let
(
〈Bx,Qx,Sx 〉
)(v1,...,vn)
T
be a run. Let Qz.P1
r
i→crd(r) =
((v, s), ·) and Qz.P1
r+1
i→crd(r+1) = ((v
′, s′), ·), for some z ∈ T , round r > 0, values v, v′ ∈ V, and
stamps s, s′ ∈ N.
1. If Qz.P3
r
i→crd(r) = (nack, ·), then v = v
′ and s = s′.
2. If Qz.P3
r
i→crd(r) = (ack, ·), then v
′ = valr(Qz) and s < s
′ = r.
Proof.
1. Note that, since Qz.P3
r
i→crd(r) = (nack, ·), rule (phs-3-suspect) tells us that i 6= crd(r).
As Qz.P3
r
i→crd(r) = (nack, ·), by Lemma 5.2.2(3a) there is u ∈ T , u ≤ z, for which
〈Bu−1,Qu−1,Su−1 〉 −→i:(phs-3-suspect) 〈Bu,Qu,Su 〉
such that
Qu−1.P3
r
i→crd(r) = ⊥ Su−1(i) =
(
(r, P3), bˆ, ·
)
Qu.P3
r
i→crd(r) = (nack, ·) Su(i) =
(
(r, W), bˆ, ·
)
.
As Qz.P1
r
i→crd(r) = ((v, s), ·), by Lemma 5.2.2(1) there is t ∈ T , t ≤ z, for which
〈Bt−1,Qt−1,St−1 〉 −→i:(phs-1) 〈Bt,Qt,St 〉
such that
Qt−1.P1
r
i→crd(r) = ⊥ St−1(i) =
(
(r, P1), (v, s), ·
)
Qt.P1
r
i→crd(r) =
(
(v, s), ·
)
St(i) =
(
(r, P3), (v, s), ·
)
.
As Qz.P1
r+1
i→crd(r+1) =
(
(v′, s′), ·
)
, by Lemma 5.2.2(1) there is w ∈ T , w ≤ z, for which
〈Bw−1,Qw−1,Sw−1 〉 −→i:(phs-1) 〈Bw,Qw,Sw 〉
such that
Qw−1.P1
r+1
i→crd(r+1) = ⊥ Sw−1(i) =
(
(r+1, P1), (v′, s′), ·
)
Qw.P1
r+1
i→crd(r+1) =
(
(v′, s′), ·
)
Sw(i) =
(
(r+1, P ), (v′, s′), ·
)
.
where, if i = crd(r+1) then P = P2, otherwise P = P3.
By Lemma 5.2.1 process states are non-decreasing. As St(i) < Su(i) < Sw(i), it follows
that t < u < w and the three transitions above must be ordered in time as follows:
〈B0,Q0,S
(v1,...,vn)
0 〉 −→
∗ 〈Bt−1,Qt−1,St−1 〉 −→i:(phs-1) 〈Bt,Qt,St 〉
−→∗ 〈Bu−1,Qu−1,Su−1 〉 −→i:(phs-3-suspect) 〈Bu,Qu,Su 〉
−→∗ 〈Bw−1,Qw−1,Sw−1 〉 −→i:(phs-1) 〈Bw,Qw,Sw 〉
−→∗ 〈Bz,Qz,Sz 〉 .
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Since i 6= crd(r), and since St(i) and Su−1(i) have the same program counter (r, P3), the
only rules involving process i that can have been applied in the derivation sequence
〈Bt,Qt,St 〉 −→
∗ 〈Bu−1,Qu−1,Su−1 〉
are (Rbc-deliver), (Qpp snd), and (Qpp deliver). None of these rules change the current
belief of process i. As a consequence, bˆ = (v, s).
A similar reasoning applies to the derivation sequence
〈Bu,Qu,Su 〉 −→
∗ 〈Bw−1,Qw−1,Sw−1 〉
where (r+1, P1) of Sw−1 is the immediate successor to (r, W) of Su. Thus, in the displayed
sequence, rule (while) must have been applied, while otherwise the only rules involving
process i that can have been applied are (Rbc-deliver), (Qpp snd), and (Qpp deliver).
None of these rules change the current belief of process i. As a consequence, bˆ=(v′, s′), but
this implies also (v′, s′)=(v, s). So, Qw.P1
r+1
i→crd(r+1)=((v, s), ·). By Corollary 5.2.5, we get
Qz.P1
r+1
i→crd(r+1)=((v, s), ·), as required.
2. As Qz.P3
r
i→crd(r) = (ack, ·), by Lemma 5.2.2(3b) there is t ∈ T , t ≤ z, for which
〈Bt−1,Qt−1,St−1 〉 −→i:(phs-3-trust) 〈Bt,Qt,St 〉
such that
Qt−1.P3
r
i→crd(r) = ⊥ St−1(i) =
(
(r, P3), ·, ·
)
Qt.P3
r
i→crd(r) = (ack, ·) St(i) =
(
(r, P ), (valr(Qt−1), r), ·
)
where, if i = crd(r) then P = P4, otherwise P = W.
As Qz.P1
r+1
i→crd(r+1) =
(
(v′, s′), ·
)
, by Lemma 5.2.2(1) there is u ∈ T , u ≤ z, for which
〈Bu−1,Qu−1,Su−1 〉 −→i:(phs-1) 〈Bu,Qu,Su 〉
such that,
Qu−1.P1
r+1
i→crd(r+1) = ⊥ Su−1(i) =
(
(r+1, P1), (v′, s′), ·
)
Qu.P1
r+1
i→crd(r+1) =
(
(v′, s′), ·
)
Su(i) =
(
(r+1, P ′), (v′, s′), ·
)
where, if i = crd(r+1) then P ′ = P2, otherwise P ′ = P3.
By Lemma 5.2.1 process states are non-decreasing. As St(i) < Su(i), it follows that t < u,
and the two transitions are ordered in time as follows:
〈B0,Q0,S
(v1,...,vn)
0 〉 −→
∗ 〈Bt−1,Qt−1,St−1 〉 −→i:(phs-3-trust) 〈Bt,Qt,St 〉
−→∗ 〈Bu−1,Qu−1,Su−1 〉 −→i:(phs-1) 〈Bu,Qu,Su 〉
−→∗ 〈Bz,Qz,Sz 〉
By Lemma 5.2.1 process states are non-decreasing. As a consequence, the only rules in-
volving process i that can have been applied in the derivation sequence 〈Bt,Qt,St 〉 −→
∗
〈Bu−1,Qu−1,Su−1 〉 and that can possibly have affected its state are: (phs-4-fail), (phs-
4-success), (while) and (Rbc-deliver). However, none of these rules affects the be-
lief component of the state, and hence (v′, s′)=(valr(Qt−1), r). By Corollary 5.2.6 we
have valr(Qt−1)= val
r(Qz). As a consequence, v
′ = valr(Qz) and s
′ = r. Finally, since
Qz.P1
r
i→crd(r) = ((v, s), ·), by Lemma 5.3.4(1) it follows that s < r.
2
We need a last technical lemma in order to show how process proposals are generated.
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Lemma 5.3.6 Let
(
〈Bx,Qx,Sx 〉
)(v1,...,vn)
T
be a run. Let z ∈ T , r, r′ ∈ N with 0 < r′ < r, and
i ∈ P such that Qz.P1
r′
i→crd(r′)=((v
′, s′), ·) and Qz.P1
r
i→crd(r)=((v, s), ·).
1. If s′ = s then v′ = v and for all r′′, r′ ≤ r′′ < r, it holds that Qz.P3
r′′
i→crd(r′′)=(nack, ·).
2. If s′ < s then there is a round rˆ, r′≤rˆ<r, such that Qz.P3
rˆ
i→crd(rˆ)=(ack, ·).
The following lemma states that the proposal (v, s) proposed by some process i in a certain
round r originates precisely from round s.
Lemma 5.3.7 (Proposal origin) Let
(
〈Bx,Qx,Sx 〉
)(v1,...,vn)
T
be a run and z ∈ T .
If Qz.P1
r
i→crd(r) = ((v, s), ·), with r > 1 and s > 0, then Qz.P3
s
i→crd(s) = (ack, ·) and v = val
s(Qz).
Proof. By Qz.P1
r
i→crd(r) = ((v, s), ·) and Lemma 5.3.4(1) it follows that s < r. By Lemma 5.3.4(2)
and s < r, we derive Qz.P1
s
i→crd(s) 6= ⊥ and Qz.P1
s+1
i→crd(s+1) 6= ⊥ (the case s+1 = r is trivial).
Let Qz.P1
s
i→crd(s) = ((vs, rs), ·), by Lemma 5.3.4(1) we have rs < s.
Now, suppose by contradiction that Qz.P3
s
i→crd(s) = (nack, ·). Then, with Lemma 5.3.5(1), also
Qz.P1
s+1
i→crd(s+1) = ((vs, rs), ·). As rs < s, and by (matching s+1/rs with r
′/s′ of) Lemma 5.3.6(2),
there is some rˆ with s+1 ≤ rˆ < r (and hence s < rˆ) such that Qz.P3
rˆ
i→crd(rˆ) = (ack, ·). By an
application of Lemma 5.3.5(2), we get Qz.P1
rˆ+1
i→crd(rˆ+1) = ((val
rˆ(Qz), rˆ), ·). As Qz.P1
r
i→crd(r) =
((v, s), ·), by an application Lemma 5.3.4(2) we get the contradiction rˆ ≤ s. As a consequence, it
must be Qz.P3
s
i→crd(s) = (ack, ·).
By Lemma 5.3.5(2) and Qz.P3
s
i→crd(s) = (ack, ·), we get Qz.P1
s+1
i→crd(s+1) = ((val
s(Qz), s), ·).
This together with Lemma 5.3.6(1) allows us to derive v = vals(Qz).
2
The next lemma states that if the coordinator broadcasts a value in a certain round, then it
must have previously—in the very same round—received a majority of (positive) acknowledgments
on its round proposal.
Lemma 5.3.8 (Coordinator’s Rbc-broadcast) Let
(
〈Bx,Qx,Sx 〉
)(v1,...,vn)
T
be a run, and z ∈
T . If Bz(r)6=⊥ then | ack(received(Qz).P3
r)| ≥ d(n+1)/2e.
Proof. If B(r)6=⊥ by Lemma 5.2.2(4) there is t ∈ T , for which
〈Bt−1,Qt−1,St−1 〉 −→crd(r):(phs-4-success) 〈Bt,Qt,St 〉
such that, for some v ∈ V
Bt−1(r) = ⊥
Bt(r) = (v, P)
St−1(crd(r)) =
(
(r, P4), (v, ·), ·
)
St(crd(r)) =
(
(r, W), (v, ·), ·
)
.
The premises of rule (phs-4-success) require | ack(received(Qt−1).P3
r)| ≥ d(n+1)/2e. Again,
by Lemma 5.2.4, message histories are non-decreasing and hence Qt−1 ≤ Qt ≤ Qz. As a conse-
quence,
| ack(received(Qz).P3
r)| ≥ | ack(received(Qt).P3
r)| ≥ | ack(received(Qt−1).P3
r)| ≥ d(n+1)/2e .
2
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6 Consensus properties
In this section, we prove the three main Consensus properties: Validity, Agreement, and Termi-
nation.
Apart from Validity (Section 6.1), in our opinion, it is not obvious how to turn the intuitive, but
rather informal, correctness arguments of Section 3.2 into rigorous proofs. Most of the arguments
given there use the concept of round, which is orthogonal to the concept of time in a run. With
our proof of Agreement (Section 6.2) and its supporting set of lemmas, we demonstrate how to
carefully recover the events belonging to some round from the details of a given run. The high-
level proof structure is very similar to Chandra and Toueg’s proof in [CT96]. For Termination
(Section 6.3), however, we needed to come up with different proof ideas and structures, mainly
because our underlying notion of run is different from the one in [CT96].
6.1 Validity
Intuitively, in a generic run, whenever a value appears as an estimate, a proposal, or a decision —
i.e., within one of the components B, Q or S— then this value is one of the initially proposed values.
In other words, values are never invented. The Validity property of the Consensus algorithm
coincides with the last item of the following theorem.
Theorem 6.1.1 (Validity) Let
(
〈Bx,Qx,Sx 〉
)(v1,...,vn)
T
be a run. Then, for all t ∈ T , the
conjunction of the following properties holds:
1. If Bt(r) = (v, ·), for some 0 < r, then there is k ∈ P with v = vk.
2. If Qt.P1
r
i→crd(r) = ((v, ·), ·), for some i ∈ P and 0 < r, then there is k ∈ P with v = vk.
3. If Qt.P2
r
crd(r)→i = ((v, ·), ·), for some i ∈ P and 0 < r, then there is k ∈ P with v = vk.
4. If St(i) =
(
·, (v, ·), ·
)
, for some i ∈ P, then there is k ∈ P with v = vk.
5. If St(i) =
(
·, ·, (v, ·)
)
, for some i ∈ P, then there is k ∈ P with v = vk.
Proof. By induction on the length t of the (prefix of a) run 〈B0,Q0,S
(v1,...,vn)
0 〉 −→
t 〈Bt,Qt,St 〉.
Base case t = 0 : Immediate since B0 = ∅, Q0 = ∅ and S(i) = S
(v1,...,vn)
0 =
(
(0, W), (vi, 0),⊥
)
for i ∈ P.
Inductive case t > 0 : We prove the step from t−1 to t (if t ∈ T ) referring to the step
〈Bt−1,Qt−1,St−1 〉 −→j:(Rule) 〈Bt,Qt,St 〉 (3)
By exhaustive analysis, we check for every rule (Rule) that each of the five conditions is
satisfied in configuration 〈Bt,Qt,St 〉. All cases are similar: in every possible step, values
that appear in the conclusions of the applied rule are just copied via the premises referring to
the former configuration, such that the inductive hypothesis applies and proves the required
origin in the initial configuration.
case (Rule) = (phs-2) for some 0 < r:
1. Bt = Bt−1, so the inductive hypothesis is already sufficient.
2. Qt.P1
r = Qt−1.P1
r for all 0 < r, so the inductive hypothesis is already sufficient.
3. Qt = Qt−1{P2
r
crd(r)→j 7→ (best
r(Qt−1), outgoing) }, so in addition to the inductive
hypothesis on Qt−1, we only need to show that best
r(Qt−1) = vk for some k ∈
P. This is guaranteed by the projective definition of bestr(·) together with the
inductive hypothesis on Qt−1.
4. Since St−1(j) = ((r, P2), b, d) and St(j) = ((r, P3), b, d) mention the same value
in b, and since St(i) = St−1(i) for all i 6= j, the inductive hypothesis is already
sufficient.
5. Completely analogous to the previous case, except arguing with d instead of b.
case (Rule) 6= (phs-2): Analogous to the previous, just that there is not even an indirection
referring to an externally defined function like bestr(·).
2
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6.2 Agreement
In the Introduction we said that a value gets locked as soon as enough processes have, in the same
round, positively acknowledged the estimate proposed by the coordinator of that round (the round
proposal). In our terminology, a value v is locked for round r (in a message history Q) if enough
positive 3rd-phase messages are defined for round r; the transmission state of these ack-messages
is not important, be it outgoing, transit, or received.
Definition 6.2.1 A value v is called locked for round r in a Qpp-message history Q, written
Q
r
# v, if v = valr(Q) and | ack(Q.P3r)| ≥ d(n+1)/2e.
Notice the convenience of having at hand the history abstraction to access the messages that were
sent in the past, without having to look at the run leading to the current state. This is independent
of possible crashes of the senders of the messages.
We now show that whenever a Rbc-broadcast occurs, it is for a locked value.
Lemma 6.2.2 (Locking) Let
(
〈Bx,Qx,Sx 〉
)(v1,...,vn)
T
be a run where Bz(r) = (v, ·) for some
z ∈ T , 0 < r ∈ N, v ∈ V. Then Qz
r
# v.
Proof. Since B0(r) = ⊥ and Bz(r) 6= ⊥, by Lemma 5.2.2(4), there exists t ∈ T , with t ≤ z, for
which
〈Bt−1,Qt−1,St−1 〉 −→crd(r):(phs-4-success) 〈Bt,Qt,St 〉
such that, for some vˆ ∈ V and rˆ ∈ N,
Bt−1(r) = ⊥
Bt(r) = (vˆ, P)
St−1(crd(r)) =
(
(r, P4), (vˆ, rˆ), ·
)
St(crd(r)) =
(
(r, W), (vˆ, rˆ), ·
)
.
As (r, P3) <crd(r) (r, P4), by Lemma 5.3.2(3), we have Qt.P3
r
crd(r)→crd(r) 6=⊥. As the coordi-
nator cannot suspect itself, it must be Qt.P3
r
crd(r)→crd(r)=(ack, ·). Thus, by an application of
Lemma 5.2.2(3b), there exists u ∈ T , u < t (notice that it cannot be u = t), for which
〈Bu−1,Qu−1,Su−1 〉 −→crd(r):(phs-3-trust) 〈Bu,Qu,Su 〉
such that Su−1(crd(r))=
(
(r, P3), ·, ·
)
and Su(crd(r))=
(
(r, P4), (valr(Qu−1), r), ·
)
.
Since Su(crd(r)) and St−1(crd(r)) have the same program counter (r, P4), the only rules involv-
ing crd(r) that can have been applied in 〈Bu,Qu,Su 〉 −→
∗ 〈Bt−1,Qt−1,St−1 〉 are (Qpp snd),
(Qpp deliver) and (Rbc-deliver). However, rules (Qpp snd) and (Qpp deliver) do not af-
fect the state of process crd(r), while (Rbc-deliver) affects only the decision component while
keeping the belief component unchanged. As a consequence, vˆ = valr(Qu−1) and rˆ = r.
As Bz(r) = (v, ·), Bt(r) = (vˆ, ·) and t ≤ z, by Corollary 5.2.5(2), we then have v = vˆ =
valr(Qu−1). By Corollary 5.2.6, we obtain
v = valr(Qz) .
Moreover, since Bz(r) 6= ⊥, by Lemma 5.3.8 we have
| ack(Qz).P3
r| ≥ | ack(received(Qz).P3
r)| ≥ d(n+1)/2e .
From these two results, by applying Definition 6.2.1, we derive Qz
r
# v.
2
Now, we can move to look at agreement properties. The key idea is to prove that lockings in
two different rounds must be for the very same value.
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Proposition 6.2.3 (Locking agreement) Let
(
〈Bx,Qx,Sx 〉
)(v1,...,vn)
T
be a run. If there are a
state z ∈ T , round numbers r1, r2 ∈ N and values v1, v2 ∈ V such that Qz
r1
# v1 and Qz
r2
# v2,
then v1 = v2.
Proof. Let us assume r1 ≤ r2 (the proof for the opposite case is analogous). From Definition 6.2.1,
we have v1 = val
r1(Qz) and v2 = val
r2(Qz). We will prove that val
r1(Qz) = val
r2(Qz) by strong
induction on r2 starting from r1.
Base case If r1 = r2 then the result is trivially true.
Inductive case Let r2 > r1.
By inductive hypothesis we assume that for all r ∈ N, r1 ≤ r ≤ r2−1,
valr(Qz) = val
r1(Qz) = v1.
By definition of valr2(Qz) (Definition 4.2.2), we have Qz.P2
r2
crd(r2)→i
= ((valr2(Qz), ·), ·), for
all i ∈ P. By Lemma 5.2.2(2), there is t ∈ T , t ≤ z, for which
〈Bt−1,Qt−1,St−1 〉 −→crd(r2):(phs-2) 〈Bt,Qt,St 〉
such that, for some b ∈ V× N and for all i ∈ P
Qt−1.P2
r2
crd(r2)→i
= ⊥
Qt.P2
r2
crd(r2)→i
= (bestr2(Qt−1), outgoing)
St−1(crd(r2)) =
(
(r2, P2), b, ·
)
St(crd(r2)) =
(
(r2, P3), b, ·
)
.
From Table 3, we see that one of the premises of rule (phs-2) is | received(Qt−1).P1
r2 | ≥
d(n+1)/2e.
Let Cr2 = { j | Qz.P1
r2
j→crd(r2)
= (·, received) }, then by Corollary 5.2.5(1) on the mono-
tonicity on message histories we have |Cr2 | ≥ | received(Qt−1).P1
r2 | ≥ d(n+1)/2e.
Let Lr1 = { j | Qz.P3
r1
j→crd(r1)
= (ack, ·) }. As Qz
r1
# v1, by Definition 6.2.1 we have
| ack(Qz .P3
r1)| ≥ d(n+1)/2e and hence |Lr1 | ≥ d(n+1)/2e.
Since the cardinality of both Cr2 and Lr1 is greater than d(n+1)/2e, and since Cr2 , Lr1 ⊆
{1, . . . , n}, it follows that Lr1 ∩ Cr2 6= ∅. Let us take a process k ∈ Lr1 ∩ Cr2 .
As k ∈ Cr2 , we have Qz.P1
r2
k→crd(r2)
6= ⊥. As r2 ≥ r1+1, by Lemma 5.3.4(2) also
Qz.P1
r1+1
k→crd(r1+1)
6= ⊥.
Since k ∈ Lr1 , we have Qz.P3
r1
k→crd(r1)
= (ack, ·). By Lemma 5.3.5(2)
Qz.P1
r1+1
k→crd(r1+1)
=
((
valr1(Qz), r1
)
, ·
)
.
Since k ∈ Cr2 , we have
Qz.P1
r2
k→crd(r2)
=
((
·, r˜
)
, received
)
for some r˜ ∈ N. As r+1 ≤ r2, by Lemma 5.3.4(2) we have r1 ≤ r˜.
Let us now consider the process i ∈ Cr2 that has proposed the best value in round r2,
according to Definition 4.2.1. Then by Definition 4.2.2 we have
Qz.P1
r2
i→crd(r2)
=
((
valr2(Qz), rˆ
)
, received
)
for some rˆ ∈ N. By applying Lemma 5.3.4(1), we get rˆ < r2. As i has proposed in round r2
the best value, with the best timestamp rˆ, it follows that r˜ ≤ rˆ.
Putting it altogether, we get r1 ≤ r˜ ≤ rˆ ≤ r2−1. By the inductive hypothesis, val
rˆ(Qz) =
valr1(Qz). From Qz.P1
r2
i→crd(r2)
=
((
valr2(Qz), rˆ
)
, received
)
and Lemma 5.3.7, we get that
valrˆ(Qz) = val
r2(Qz). Thus, val
r1(Qz) = val
r2(Qz), as required.
2
Now, everything is in place to prove the property of Agreement: Whenever two processes i
and j have decided, as expressed within the respective state components, they have done so for
the same value.
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Theorem 6.2.4 (Agreement) Let
(
〈Bx,Qx,Sx 〉
)(v1,...,vn)
T
be a run. If there are a time z ∈ T ,
processes i, j ∈ P, and values v1, v2 ∈ V such that Sz(i) = (·, ·, (v1, ·)) and Sz(j) = (·, ·, (v2, ·)),
then v1 = v2.
Proof. In the initial state S0 the decision component of both process i and process j is undefined
(see Section 4.1), while in state Sz it is defined. By inspection of the rules of Table 3, the decision
element of a process state can be changed only once per run, by applying rule (Rbc-deliver). In
particular, it can change from ⊥ to something of the form (vˆ, rˆ) executing rule (Rbc-deliver) for
the first time. When executing rule (Rbc-deliver) the following times, the decision value is left
unchanged. Therefore, once initialized, the decision value of a process state stays the same until
the end of the run. As a consequence, there are t ∈ T and u ∈ T , with t ≤ z and u ≤ z, such that
〈Bt−1,Qt−1,St−1 〉 −→i:(Rbc-deliver) 〈Bt,Qt,St 〉
with St−1(i) = (·, ·,⊥), St(i) = (·, ·, (v1, r1)), Bt−1(r1) = (v1, ·) for some r1 > 0, and
〈Bu−1,Qu−1,Su−1 〉 −→j:(Rbc-deliver) 〈Bu,Qu,Su 〉
with Su−1(j) = (·, ·,⊥), Su(i) = (·, ·, (v2, r2)), Bu−1(r2) = (v2, ·) for some r2 > 0.
As u, t ≤ z, by Corollary 5.2.5(2), Bz(r1) = (v1, ·) and Bz(r2) = (v2, ·).
By Lemma 6.2.2, it follows that Qz
r1
# v1 and Qz
r2
# v2.
By Proposition 6.2.3, we conclude v1 = v2.
2
Recall that the Agreement property states that two correct processes cannot decide different values.
As mentioned in §2.4, there is a stronger property, called Uniform Agreement, requiring that any
two processes (no matter whether correct or faulty) cannot decide different values. Since in the
proof of Theorem 6.2.4 the correctness of processes is not required, the Chandra and Toueg’s
algorithm actually satisfies the property of Uniform Agreement [CT96].
6.3 Termination
The layout and conduct of the proof of Termination is strongly influenced by the fundamental
definition of runs and their required properties. A standard approach in the field of Distributed
Algorithms is that of considering system runs of infinite length. This is also the path followed
by Chandra and Toueg [CT96]: they work under the important fairness assumption that “every
correct process takes an infinite number of steps”. On the other hand, when working with transition
systems, as we do in this paper, it makes sense to admit complete runs of finite length (cf. Section
4). We find it more adequate and intuitive to capture the termination of a single Distributed
Consensus by means of a run that takes only finitely many steps. In fact, for complete finite
runs, a particular fairness property holds automatically: since no transition is enabled in the final
configuration of a complete finite run, any previously (permanently) enabled transition must have
been executed in this run.
To compare the different layouts of Chandra and Toueg’s proof of Termination and ours, we
first briefly sketch how the former works. The critical part of [CT96, Lemma 6.2.2 (Termination)]
is to capture the notion of blocking of processes when waiting for messages or circumstances that
might never arrive. This argument is formulated as “no correct process remains blocked forever
at one of the wait statements”. The associated reasoning (by contradiction) starts with the
identification, in a given run, of a process that is blocked in some program counter; should there
be several processes that are blocked in the run, the one with the smallest program counter is
chosen. As we understand it, a process is blocked in a given run if there exists a configuration
after which the process stays forever in the same program counter. Thus, blocking can only
occur if (A) no transition is ever enabled, or –note that we consider infinite runs, aka: linear-
time behaviors– if (B) an enabled transition is never executed. Due to the above-mentioned
fairness assumption on “correct process progress” in infinite runs and the fact that processes are
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essentially single-threaded, every enabled transition would eventually be executed, so case B is
immediately excluded. Then, under carefully chosen assumptions of the contradiction setup one
can show that transitions would always eventually become enabled, so also case A is excluded. For
this reasoning, the main ingredients are (1) the fairness assumptions on Qpp- and Rbc-delivery,
(2) the FD-properties of 3S and (3) the assumption on a majority of correct processes.
The decisive role of the definition of infinite runs, and its accompanying fairness assumption,
in Chandra and Toueg’s proof is obvious. Not surprisingly, since our definition of run is different
in that it admits finite runs and comes without explicit fairness assumptions, also our Termination
proof is different. Moreover, our proof layout is conveniently structured in that it allows us to
separate concerns. First, we prove as an independent result that admissible runs are always finite.
Then, the bare analysis of the last configuration of an admissible run allows us to reason about
the blocking of processes in a very simple way; no fairness assumptions need to be considered,
because no transitions are enabled anyway.
We start proving that all admissible runs of Consensus (Definition 4.5.5) are finite. The proof
relies on the next lemma showing that in a hypothetic infinite run of Consensus every round
r ∈ N is reached by at least one process. Intuitively, this holds since the (finite) set of processes
cannot stay within their respective rounds for an infinite number of computation steps. Unless all
processes decide or crash, at least one of them must proceed to higher rounds. The reader may
observe some similarity to the “correct process progress” fairness assumption in infinite runs of
Chandra and Toueg.
Lemma 6.3.1 (Infinity) Let
(
〈Bt,Qt,St 〉
)(v1,...,vn)
N
be an infinite run of Consensus. Then, for
all rounds r > 0, there are i ∈ P and t ∈ N such that St(i) =
(
(r, P3), ·, ·
)
.
Proof. By contradiction. Assume there is r > 0 such that, for all i ∈ P and t ∈ N, it holds that
St(i) 6=
(
(r, P3), ·, ·
)
. By applying Lemma 5.3.1 we have:
for all i ∈ P and t ∈ N, if St(i) =
(
(rt, Pt), ·, ·
)
, then (rt, Pt) <i (r, P3). (4)
Note that, for every process i, the number of program counters (rt, Pt) smaller than (r, P3) is
finite, and since there are only five phases, the number of the rounds that can be reached by any
process i is finite too.
In the following, we show that the number of reductions that a process may perform at a certain
program counter (rt, Pt) is finite. For this, we compute an upper bound on the maximum number
of possible derivations that a process may perform at program counter (rt, Pt). We proceed by
case analysis on the transition rules for an arbitrary i ∈ P:
1. The rules (while), (phs-1), (phs-2), (phs-3-trust), (phs-3-suspect), (phs-4-fail), (phs-
4-success), and (crash) cause the change of the program counter. Thus, by Lemma 5.2.1,
each of them can only be performed once for each program counter.
2. All remaining rules do not change the program counter, so they are critical for the desired
bound.
(a) The rule (Rbc-deliver) can be performed for each occurrence of some B(rˆ) = (v, D)
such that D contains i. However, every execution of (Rbc-deliver) removes i from the
respective D, which corresponds to the property of Rbc-Integrity of Definition 4.5.4,
such that for each rˆ, process i can execute (Rbc-deliver) only once. How many
possible rˆ are there? Entries B(rˆ) can only be produced by the rule (phs-4-success),
once per round number rˆ that has been reached by the corresponding coordinator. Since
we have shown above with (4) that only finitely many round numbers are reached, there
are only finitely many possible applications of (Rbc-deliver) for process i.
(b) The rule (Qpp snd) can be performed at most rt∗(n+2) times; where n+2 is the
maximum number of point-to-point messages that a process may produce in a round.
We multiply this number for rt assuming the worst case that none of the messages
produced in the previous rounds has yet left the site.
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(c) The rule (Qpp deliver) can be performed at most rt∗(2∗n + 1) times. In fact, the
message addressed to a certain process in a given round are at most 2∗n+1, when the
process is coordinator of the round. We multiply this number for rt supposing that
none of the messages sent in the previous rounds has yet been received by the site.
Summing up, since there are only finitely many possible program counters (rt, Pt) smaller than
(r, P3), and since each process can only perform a finite number of steps while staying at such a
counter, the whole run can only contain a finite number of computation steps. This concludes the
contradiction. 2
Now, everything is in place to prove that all the admissible runs of Consensus are finite. This
is done by contradiction, assuming that there is an infinite run of Consensus. In this case, the
presence of FD Ω and the constraint that only a minority of processes can crash ensure that, at a
certain round, some coordinator broadcasts its decision. The properties of Reliable Broadcast are
then used to show that the run should be finite, thus obtaining a contradiction.
Theorem 6.3.2 (Finiteness of Admissible Runs) All admissible runs of Consensus are fi-
nite.
Proof. We proceed by contradiction. Assume there is an infinite admissible run of Consensus
R =
(
〈Bx,Qx,Sx 〉
)(v1,...,vn)
N
.
As an auxiliary definition, let max rnd(Qx):=max{ r | (r, ·, ·, ·, ·, ·) ∈ Qx } denote the greatest
round number for which, by time x, any Qpp-message has occurred.
As incorrect processes are doomed to crash, there is a time tcrashed ∈ N such that for all
u ≥ tcrashed and j ∈ P \ Correct(R) it holds that Su(j) = ⊥. As R is admissible, the Ω-property
(Definition 4.5.3) ensures that there is a time ttrusted ∈ N after which some process i ∈ Correct(R)
is never again suspected. Let t = max{ttrusted, tcrashed}. Let r be the smallest round such that
r > max rnd(Qt) and i = crd(r). By this construction, as process i is no longer suspected
after time t, process i is not suspected in R in any round greater or equal than r. Also, if
(r, ·, ·, ·, ·, ·) ∈ Qu, at some time u, then t < u.
In the following, we first derive that, in R, process i passes through round r and that it
executes rule (phs-4-success) while doing so. Using this knowledge, in a second step, we use the
Rbc-properties of the admissible run R to derive a contradiction.
First, let us move to round r+n+1. As R is infinite, by Lemma 6.3.1 there must exist a time
z ∈ N, such that for some process k ∈ P we have Sz(k) =
(
(r+n+1, P3), ·, ·
)
.
Now, we move backwards to round r+n. As (r+n, P3) <k (r+n+1, P3), by Lemma 5.3.2(3)
and i = crd(r) = crd(r+n), we get Qz.P3
r+n
k→i 6= ⊥. By Lemma 5.2.2(3), in round r + n, process k
must have executed either rule (phs-3-suspect) or rule (phs-3-trust). However, as process i is
not suspected in any round beyond r according to Definition 4.5.3, it is rule (phs-3-trust) that
process k must have executed in round r + n. Thus, with Lemma 5.2.2(3b) we have Qz.P3
r+n
k→i =
(ack, ·). Moreover, the premises of (phs-3-trust) require the presence of the 2nd-phase message
sent by the coordinator i to process k. Formally, by Corollary 5.2.5(1), Qz.P2
r+n
i→k 6= ⊥. By
Lemma 5.2.2(2), this implies that in round r + n process i executed rule (phs-2) in state Sw(i) =(
(r + n, P2), ·, ·
)
for some w ∈ N. (Intuitively, this means that the coordinator i must itself have
reached round r+n.)
Now, we move back to round r. As i = crd(r) and (r, P4) <i (r, W) <i (r+n, P2), by
Lemma 5.3.1 and Lemma 5.2.1 there is a time u < w such that Su−1(i) =
(
(r, P4), ·, ·
)
and
Su(i) =
(
(r, W), ·, ·
)
. By inspection of the transition rules of Tables 2 and 3, the state Su(i) can
only be reached by executing either rule (phs-4-success) or rule (phs-4-fail). The premises of
both rules require that in round r process i must have received a majority of 3rd-phase messages
from the other processes. Formally, | received(Qu−1).P3
r| ≥ d(n+1)/2e. As process i is not sus-
pected in round r, it follows that i must have received in round r only positive 3rd-phase messages.
Formally, | ack(received(Qu−1).P3
r)| ≥ d(n+1)/2e. As a consequence, process i in round r must
have reached the state Su(i) =
(
(r, W), ·, ·
)
by firing rule (phs-4-success).
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By the definition of rule (phs-4-success) and Lemma 5.2.3(4), we have Bu−1(r) = ⊥ and
Bu(r) = (v, P) for some v ∈ V and r ∈ N. This means that in round r process i has Rbc-broadcast
the value v. As R is admissible (Definition 4.5.5), the Validity Rbc-property (Definition 4.5.4(1))
guarantees that, in R, process i eventually Rbc-delivers the value v by executing rule (Rbc-
deliver). Likewise, the Agreement Rbc-property (Definition 4.5.4(2)) guarantees that, in R, all
processes in Correct(R) eventually Rbc-deliver v and decide by executing rule (Rbc-deliver).
Formally, with Definition 4.5.4(2) and rule (RBC-deliver), there is a time tdelivered such that
for each j ∈ Correct(R) there exists a value dj 6= ⊥ such that Stdelivered(j) =
(
(·, ·), ·, dj
)
. Notice
that rule (Rbc-deliver) is the only one that acts on the decision component of process states;
moreover, once this component is defined its value cannot change afterwards.
Now, we are ready to derive the contradiction. Observe that, by construction (recall that
R is infinite), we have tcrashed ≤ t < u < tdelivered. Let us consider some round rˆ > 1 +
max rnd(Qtdelivered). As R is infinite, by Lemma 6.3.1, there are k ∈ P and z ∈ N such that Sz(k) =(
(rˆ, P3), ·, ·
)
. Since rˆ is only reached well beyond time tcrashed, we have that k ∈ Correct(R). Since
program counters cannot be skipped, by Lemma 5.3.1, there must be a time where k passed
through both previous subsequent counters (rˆ−1, W) <k (rˆ, P1). The only way to do this is by
executing rule (while) at round rˆ−1, but this is not possible since according to our construction
dk 6= ⊥ must have been already defined at round rˆ − 1 > max rnd(Qtdelivered). Contradiction.
2
In the remainder of the paper, we prove that all correct processes of an admissible Consensus
run eventually decide in that run. Some terminology will be helpful to discuss this theorem.
Definition 6.3.3 (Process termination and deadlock) Let
〈B0,Q0,S
(v1,...,vn)
0 〉 −→
∗ 〈B,Q,S 〉 6−→
be a finite run of Consensus. With respect to the final state of this run, a process i ∈ P is called
1. crashed if S(i) = ⊥;
2. deadlocked if S(i) =
(
·, ·,⊥
)
;
3. terminated if S(i) =
(
·, ·, d
)
, with d 6= ⊥.
Note that both deadlocked and terminated processes represent blocked behaviors, but due to the
condition d 6= ⊥ the latter is considered successful, while the former is not. Since the three cases
of the Definition 6.3.3 cover all possibilities for the possible states of S(i), it is obvious that in the
final state, all processes are either crashed, deadlocked, or terminated.
Since we know by Theorem 6.3.2 that admissible runs are finite, we may conveniently focus
our analysis of process termination on the last configuration of a given admissible run. To support
this kind of reasoning, the following lemma describes the precise conditions under which processes
can be deadlocked in such a final configuration, depending on their role in the algorithm at this
last moment.
Lemma 6.3.4 (Process deadlock) Let R =
(
〈Bt,Qt,St 〉
)(v1,...,vn)
[0,...,z]
be an admissible run of
Consensus. Let i ∈ P be deadlocked, that is Sz(i) = ((r, P ), ·,⊥), for some r and P .
1. If i 6= crd(r) then P = P3, Sz(crd(r)) 6= ⊥, and Qz.P2
r
crd(r)→i = ⊥;
2. If i = crd(r) then
(a) either P = P2 and | received(Qz).P1
r | < d(n+1)/2e
(b) or P = P4 and | received(Qz).P3
r | < d(n+1)/2e.
Proof. As R is complete, but finite, we have that 〈Bz,Qz,Sz 〉 6−→.
1. Let i 6= crd(r). We proceed by case analysis on the possible phases P ∈ {P1, P3, W } of
non-coordinating participants.
If P = P1 then rule (phs-1) could be applied without further condition. As 〈Bz ,Qz,Sz 〉 6−→,
it follows that P 6= P1.
If P = W then rule (while) could be applied since Sz(i)) =
(
(r, P ), ·,⊥
)
.
As 〈Bz,Qz,Sz 〉6−→, it follows that P 6= W.
If P = P3 then two rules might apply: (phs-3-trust) and (phs-3-suspect).
As 〈Bz,Qz,Sz 〉 6−→ both rules must not meet the conditions to fire. More precisely,
since rule (phs-3-trust) cannot apply, then it must be Qz.P2
r
crd(r)→i 6= (·, received).
By definition of Qpp-reliability (Definition 4.5.2) this implies Qz.P2
r
crd(r)→i = ⊥.
Moreover, since rule (phs-3-suspect) cannot apply then crd(r) has not crashed, i.e.
Sz(crd(r)) 6= ⊥.
2. Let i = crd(r). Again, we proceed by case analysis on P ∈ {P1, P2, P3, P4, W }. The cases
P = P1 and P = W are identical to the previous case of i 6= crd(r), since the respective rules
are independent of i being crd(r), or not.
case P2 The only possibility to prevent an application of rule (phs-2) is by not satisfying
| received(Qz).P1
r | ≥ d(n+1)/2e, so we have | received(Qz).P1
r | < d(n+1)/2e.
case P3 This case is different from the respective one for i 6= crd(r) that we have seen above:
with i = crd(r) only the rule (phs-3-trust) may be applicable. And we show here
that it actually is. By Lemma 5.3.2(2), since (r, P2) <i (r, P3) and i = crd(r), we derive
Qz.P2
r
crd(r)→i 6= ⊥. As 〈Bz,Qz,Sz 〉 6−→ and Sz(i) 6= ⊥ it follows that i ∈ Correct(R).
By Definition 4.5.2, it follows that Qz.P2
r
crd(r)→i = (·, received). Thus, rule (phs-3-
trust) applies to the final state Sz(i) = ((r, P3), ·, ·). As 〈Bz ,Qz,Sz 〉 6−→, it follows
that P 6= P3.
case P4 Potentially, either of the rules (phs-4-success) or (phs-4-fail) may apply. The
only possibility to prevent an application of rule (phs-4-fail) is by not satisfying
| received(Qz).P3
r | ≥ d(n+1)/2e, thus we have | received(Qz).P3
r | < d(n+1)/2e. As
| ack(received(Qz).P3
r) | ≤ | received(Qz).P3
r |
the condition | received(Qz).P3
r | < d(n+1)/2e is sufficient to prevent also an applica-
tion of rule (phs-4-success), which requires | ack(received(Qz).P3
r) | ≥ d(n+1)/2e.
2
We can now prove the Termination property. Again, we reason by contradiction, assuming
that there exists an admissible Consensus run R in which one of the correct processes does not
decide. The Agreement Rbc-property is then used to derive that, in this case, no correct process
decides in R. As no process decides and as admissible runs are finite, it follows that all correct
processes should be deadlocked in R. This leads us to the required contradiction.
Theorem 6.3.5 (Termination) Let R =
(
〈Bx,Qx,Sx 〉
)(v1,...,vn)
T
be an admissible run of Con-
sensus.
If i ∈ Correct(R), then there is a time t ∈ T and a value d such that St(i) = (·, ·, d), with d 6= ⊥.
Proof. By Theorem 6.3.2, we have R =
(
〈Bx,Qx,Sx 〉
)(v1,...,vn)
[0,...,z]
, for some z ∈ N, with
〈Bz,Qz,Sz 〉 6−→.
By contradiction, assume there is a process i ∈ Correct(R) that does not decide in R. Formally,
we assume that, for all t ∈ T , we have St(i) =
(
·, ·,⊥
)
. In particular, we have Sz(i) =
(
·, ·,⊥
)
.
By inspection of the transition rules in Tables 2 and 3, rule (Rbc-deliver) is the only one
acting on (i.e., defining) the decision component of process states; moreover, once this component is
defined, its value remains unchanged. As a consequence, in R, process i cannot have performed rule
(Rbc-deliver). As R is admissible, the Agreement Rbc-property (Definition 4.5.4(2)) guarantees
that no process in Correct(R) Rbc-delivered, and hence decided, in R. As a consequence, for all
k ∈ Correct(R), we have Sz(k) = ((rk , Pk), ·,⊥), i.e., all processes in Correct(R) must be deadlocked
in R.
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Let k ∈ Correct(R) be the process with the smallest program counter in Correct(R), formally
(rk , Pk) ≤ (rk, Pk), for all k ∈ Correct(R). Note that, since Correct(R) 6= ∅, such a k always exists,
although it is not uniquely defined; we simply choose one among possibly several candidates.
By Lemma 6.3.4, there are three possible cases for process k being deadlocked at time z:
case k 6= crd(rk) and Pk = P3. By Lemma 6.3.4, we also have that Sz(crd(rk)) 6= ⊥ and, for
all k ∈ Correct(R), Qz.P2
rk
crd(rk)→k
= ⊥. As Sz(crd(rk)) 6= ⊥, it follows that crd(rk) ∈
Correct(R). As Qz.P2
rk
crd(rk)→k
= ⊥, for all k ∈ Correct(R), by Lemma 5.3.2(2), the program
counter of process crd(rk) in Sz must be smaller or equal than (rk, P2). However, this is
in contradiction with the fact that k has the smallest program counter (which is equal to
(rk, P3)) among the processes in Correct(R).
case k = crd(rk) and Pk = P2. By Lemma 6.3.4, we also have | received(Qz).P1
rk | < d(n+1)/2e.
Moreover, due to the minimality of k, we have (rk , P1) < (rk , P2) = (rk , Pk) ≤ (rk , Pk),
for all k ∈ Correct(R). By Lemma 5.3.2(1), it follows that Qz.P1
rk
k→crd(rk)
6= ⊥, for all
k ∈ Correct(R). As R is admissible and k ∈ Correct(R), and by Qpp-reliability (Defini-
tion 4.5.2), it follows that Qz.P1
rk
k→crd(rk)
= (·, received), for all k ∈ Correct(R). Thus,
| received(Qz).P1
rk | = |Correct(R) | ≥ d(n+1)/2e, in contradiction to what we derived at
the beginning of this case.
case k = crd(rk) and Pk = P4. By Lemma 6.3.4, we also have | received(Qz).P3
r | < d(n+1)/2e.
Moreover, due to minimality of k, we have (rk, P3) < (rk , P4) = (rk , Pk) ≤ (rk , Pk),
for all k ∈ Correct(R). By Lemma 5.3.2(3), it follows that Qz.P3
rk
k→crd(rk)
6= ⊥, for all
k ∈ Correct(R). As R is admissible and k ∈ Correct(R), and by Qpp-reliability (Defini-
tion 4.5.2), it follows that Qz.P3
rk
k→crd(rk)
= (·, received) for all k ∈ Correct(R). Thus,
| received(Qz).P3
rk | = |Correct(R) | ≥ d(n+1)/2e, in contradiction to what we derived at
the beginning of this case.
These three cases allow us to conclude that there is no process i with Sz(i) = (·, ·,⊥), i.e.,
deadlocked in the last configuration of R. Thus, for all k ∈ Correct(R), it must be Sz(k) = (·, ·, dk),
with dk 6= ⊥. 2
7 Conclusion
We have presented a global transition-based model to formalize Chandra and Toueg’s algorithm for
Distributed Consensus among asynchronous processes in the presence of quasi-reliable channels,
Ω failure detectors, and under the hypothesis that only a minority of processes may crash. We
have used our model to formally prove the correctness of the algorithm.
The essential novelty in the article is the global transition-based representation of the reachable
configurations of a Consensus system that formally captures the round-based abstraction. This
allowed us to bridge the gap between the description of the algorithm (local to a single process) and
the round-based reasoning that encompasses all processes and enables comprehensible structured
proofs.
The use of message histories provided us with a tractable way to perform a formal analysis of
the past of system runs. Our correctness proof relies on a number of crucial properties of system
runs and configurations. Such properties are proved by induction either on round numbers or on
the length of system runs, and particular attention is given in avoiding mixing up the two proof
techniques.
In the field of Distributed Algorithms, many proofs rely on round-based reasoning, an approach
that, to our knowledge, has never been formally justified remaining somewhat vague. Thus, we
expect that our contribution will not only be valuable for this particular verification exercise, but
also generally improve the understanding of distributed algorithms in asynchronous systems.
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Related work. The interest in formalizing distributed algorithms has been quickly growing in
the past twenty years. Many researchers have proposed formal methods to describe and prove
distributed algorithms, and many have tried to verify particular algorithms.
In 1987, the need for a more rigorous way to describe and prove distributed algorithms led
Lynch and Tuttle to introduce I/O Automata [LT87]: a simple but powerful model of computation
that allows the construction of modular, hierarchical correctness proofs via the composition of
automata with only three possible kinds of actions: input, output and internal. Many extended or
specialized variants of I/O Automata have then appeared, for example Probabilistic I/O Automata
[Seg95, SL95, WSS97] for the verification of certain randomized distributed algorithms.
In his thesis [Jon87], Jonsson presented a method for the specification and verification of dis-
tributed systems that handled both safety and liveness properties. The method was compositional
and specification was given as labeled transition systems with fairness properties. Since specifica-
tions could be given at various levels of abstraction, Jonsson’s method was particularly suitable
in a development process where a detailed implementation was developed from an abstract speci-
fication through a sequence of refinement steps.
In 1988, Chandy and Misra proposed a new theory—a computational model and a proof
theory—called Unbounded Nondeterministic Iterative Transformations, better known with the
name of UNITY [CM88]. The computational model consisted of unbounded nondeterministic
iterative transformations of the program state, while transformations of the program state were
represented by multiple-assignment statements. The theory could be used for the development
of programs for a variety of architectures and applications, since it attempted to decouple the
programmer’s thinking about a program and its implementation on an architecture, i.e., to separate
the concerns of what from those of when, where or how.
In 1991, Groote and Ponse [GP91], proposed a proof theory that formalized the interaction
between processes and data for their µ-CRL (a language that offered a framework for the integrated
specification of processes and data). Such proof theory served two purposes: it made it possible
to express how the correctness of a protocol depends on data and it enabled precise proofs of
correctness of concurrent systems and programs.
Some time later, Lamport came up with a specification language intended for the high-level
specification of reactive, distributed and asynchronous systems: TLA+. Combining the linear-time
temporal logic TLA and classical set-theory, TLA+ provided an expressive specification formal-
ism and supported assertional verification [Lam02], as represented by invariants and simulation
techniques.
Groote and Springintveld [GS01] presented a strategy, expressed in the form of definitions and
theorems and described in the settings of µ-CRL, for finding correctness proofs for communication
systems. The method extended an algebra of communicating processes with a formal treatment of
the interaction between data and processes, it incorporated assertional methods within an algebraic
framework, and centered around the idea that the state spaces of distributed systems are structured
as a number of so-called cones with focus points. As a result, this proof strategy reduced a large
part of algebraic protocol verification to the checking of a number of elementary facts concerning
the data parameters that occur in implementation and specification. One important example of
application of this method was given by Fredlund, Groote and Korver [FGK97] who presented a
formal description and formal proofs of correctness of the Dolev, Klawe and Rodeh’s leader election
algorithm: a round-based algorithm that has been designed for a network with a unidirectional
ring topology. In each round, every active process exchanges messages only with its neighbors and
the number of electable processes decreases until the last process left declares itself the leader.
Since many of the strategies for the verification of concurrent systems are based on simulation
techniques, Lynch and Vaandrager [LV95] gave a unified and comprehensive presentation of sim-
ulation proof methods for untimed automata, including refinements, forward and backward simu-
lations and combinations thereof, including history and prophecy relations. The paper presented
the mutual relationships between all these kinds of simulations, plus soundness and completeness
results.
Many of these theories on representation, formalization and verification have also been ap-
plied to “real-life” algorithms. For example, Felty and Stomp [FS96] presented the formalization
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and verification of cache coherence, a portion of the IEEE Scalable Coherent Interface used for
specifying communication between multiprocessors in a shared memory model. The correctness
proof was carried out for an arbitrary, finite number of processors and under the assumption that
message order is preserved. The modeling was done through a program written in a guarded
command language similar to UNITY, and the proof that the program satisfies its specifications
was carried out with Linear-Time Temporal Logic, making use of history variables. Structuring
of the proof was achieved by means of auxiliary predicates.
IEEE standards have been the target of study of other formalizations. The IEEE 1394 high
performance serial multimedia bus protocol allows several components to communicate with each
other at high speed. Devillers, Griffioen, Romijn and Vaandrager [DGRV00] gave a formal model
and verification of a leader election algorithm that forms the core of the tree identify phase of
the physical layer of the 1394 protocol. The authors first described the algorithm in the I/O
Automata model, then they used a standard refinement approach to verify that, for any arbitrary
tree topology, exactly one leader is elected. Stoelinga and Vaandrager [SV99] have tackled another
aspect of IEEE1394: the root contention protocol. This protocol involves both real time and
randomization and it has to be run to find out which node of a tree is root. The verification of
the algorithm was carried out in the Probabilistic Automata model of Segala and Lynch [Seg95]
[SL95] and the correctness of the protocol was proved by establishing a probabilistic simulation
between the implementation and the specification, both Probabilistic Automata.
Most of the formalization work that has been done up to now is about relatively simple algo-
rithms (for example the Alternating Bit or the Leader Election protocols) and/or relatively simple
settings (for example absence of process crashes or processes communicating only to their direct
neighbors). To our knowledge, there are only few papers dealing with complex algorithms like
Consensus and/or in non-trivial settings with failures and unreliable communication.
Pogosyants, Segala and Lynch [PSL00] used Probabilistic I/O Automata as the basis for a
formal presentation and proof of the randomized consensus algorithm of Aspnes and Herlihy. They
expressed the properties of the system in terms of sequences of external actions that the automata
can provide (traces) and they carried out the proofs showing the validity of some invariants on
the traces.
De Prisco, Lampson and Lynch [DLL97] also used automata under the form of Clock General
Timed Automaton models to give a new presentation of the Paxos algorithm. They decomposed
the algorithm into several interacting components, providing a correctness proof, together with a
fault tolerance analysis.
Gafni and Lamport [GL03] used TLA+ to describe the algorithm and the proofs of correctness
of Disk Paxos, a variant of Paxos based on a network of processes and disks.
In [NFM03] we modeled Chandra and Toueg’s algorithm using a CCS-like process calculus.
Here, we have reformulated the problem in terms of a rewriting system to alleviate the burden
of exhibiting formal proofs. Recently, Francalanza and Hennessy [FH07] have designed a partial-
failure process calculus to describe distributed algorithms, and they have proposed a methodology
for proving correctness using fault-tolerance bisimulation techniques. More precisely, they have
given a bisimulation-based proof for a much simpler Consensus algorithm relying on perfect failure
detectors.
Apart from this application-oriented work, Nestmann and Fuzzati [NF03] modeled several
classes of failure detectors of [CT96]. Their model was slightly more explicit than the one presented
here because it was enforcing failure detector properties on the basis of process’ identity (checking
whether processes were crashed or elected as “trusted and immortal”) and of the actions they
tried to perform.
As a final remark, we point out that our notions of Qpp- Rbc-message histories recall that
of history variables. History variables were mentioned for the first time by Clint in [Cli73] to
state and prove correctness criteria of programs and computations. The closest definition to the
kind of history variables presented in this paper was given by Abadi and Lamport [AL91]. They
used history variables as an augmentation of the state space, in such a way that the additional
components recorded past information to be used in the proofs, but did not affect the behavior of
the original state components.
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Future work. We are interested in studying and comparing the unlabeled transition system of
the current paper, based on an explicit representation of the environment, with a labeled transi-
tion system that is based on unspecified environments. We believe that the kind of compositional
reasoning that one may hope for is not one based on parallel composition across distributed compo-
nents, but rather one across layers (communication abstractions, failure detectors, and processes).
We also believe that our approach can be reused to formalize other distributed algorithms. By
simple adaptation of the rules of Tables 2 and 3, we have already given a first formalization of
the Paxos Consensus algorithm for crash failures and quasi-reliable channels. We are currently
working on introducing recovery of processes and lossy-duplicating channels. Finally, we believe
that our formalization of the algorithm together with the correctness arguments represent a solid
basis towards a machine-checkable representation.
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Ku¨fner for his careful proof-reading and the anonymous referees for their useful comments.
A Proofs from Section 5
Proof of Lemma 5.2.2
Proof. As to the first three statements, since Q0 = ∅, and since Q.X 6= ⊥ (with X equals
to P1ri→crd(r) for (1), P2
r
crd(r)→i for (2), P3
r
i→crd(r) for (3)) we can infer that entry X must have
been added during the run. The only way of adding Qpp-messages to the history during a run
is by executing a specific transition rule ((phs-1) for (1), (phs-2) for (2), (phs-3-suspect) or
(phs-3-trust) for (3)). Note that, even if we suppose that the very same entry can be added
more than once per run (message duplication), since Q0 = ∅ we can always identify and choose a
point in the run where the entry is introduced for the first time. The resulting data follows from
the analysis of the premises and the conclusions of each of those rules.
Few more words need to be spent for the conclusion valr(Qt−1) 6= ⊥ in 3b, since it does not
appear explicitly in the rules. From its definition, we know that valr(Qt−1) = v if for all j ∈ P it
holds that Qt−1.P2
r
crd(r)→j = ((v, ·), ·). From the premises of rule (phs-3-trust), we know that
Qt−1.P2
r
crd(r)→i = ((v, s), received) for some i ∈ P . However, all the 2nd-phase messages of a
round r are created at the same time, by crd(r), by performing the rule (phs-2). As a consequence,
for all j ∈ P, it holds that Qt−1.P2
r
crd(r)→j = ((v, ·), ·) (even if some j crashed). Thus, val
r(Qt−1)
is defined.
The proof in the broadcast case (4) is completely analogous to the previous ones with respect
to the choice of the first addition (out of possibly several) of a broadcast message, but instead
using the rule (phs-4-success) to directly read off the relevant data for Bt(r), St−1(crd(r)) and
St(crd(r)). 2
Proof of Lemma 5.2.3
Proof. The main reasoning is done by contradiction.
1. If (Rule) is (phs-1), then Su−1(i) =
(
(r, P1), ·, ·
)
.
Suppose by contradiction that Qu−1.P1
r
i→crd(r) 6= ⊥. By an application of Lemma 5.2.2(1)
there is t ∈ T , t ≤ u−1, such that
〈Bt−1,Qt−1,St−1 〉 −→i:(phs-1) 〈Bt,Qt,St 〉
with St−1(i) =
(
(r, P1), ·, ·
)
and St(i) =
(
(r, P ), ·, ·
)
, for P ∈ {P2, P3}. Observe that (by
Lemma 5.2.1) this data combines into St(i) =
(
(r, P ), ·, ·
)
>
(
(r, P1), ·, ·
)
= Su−1(i). On the
other hand, since t ≤ u− 1 and since process states are non-decreasing (Lemma 5.2.1), we
have St(i) ≤ Su−1(i). Thus, the assumption Qu−1.P1
r
i→crd(r) 6= ⊥ must have been wrong.
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2. Completely analogous to the previous case, but using Lemma 5.2.2(2)
3. Analogous to the previous cases, but using Lemma 5.2.2(3a and 3b) and taking into account
that one out of two rules may be chosen. In either of the two sub-cases, the data St(i) =(
(r, P3), ·, ·
)
that is relevant for the proof is the same.
4. Analogous to the previous cases, but instead using Lemma 5.2.2(4).
2
Proof of Lemma 5.3.2
Proof.
1. Since (rˆ, P1) <i (r, P ), Lemma 5.3.1 provides us with the existence of some t ∈ [ 0, z ] such
that St(i) = ((rˆ, P1), ·, ·). Moreover, since (rˆ, P1) 6= (r, P ), there must be a time u with
t < u ≤ z when process i has left the program counter (rˆ, P1) of state St(i) via a transition
〈Bu−1,Qu−1,Su−1 〉 −→i:(Rule) 〈Bu,Qu,Su 〉
with Su(i) 6= Su−1(i) = St(i). This transition must be derived by the rule (Rule) = (phs-1),
because it is the only one that can change a program counter that involves phase P1. Note
that we are not interested in the state Su(i), but rather in the fact that the application of
this rule necessarily defines an entry for Qu.P1
rˆ
i→crd(rˆ), where rˆ is copied from the program
counter of Su−1(i) = St(i).
From Corollary 5.2.5 we have then Qz.P1
rˆ
i→crd(rˆ) 6= ⊥.
2. Analogous to the previous case. The only difference is that we have to argue for the de-
finedness of n entries Qu.P2
rˆ
crd(rˆ)→k, for k ∈ P. We can immediately convince ourselves that
this is true by looking at the effects of the execution of rule (phs-2), that is the only rule
applicable for a process in phase P2.
3. Again, mostly analogous to the first case. Here, the difference is that there are two rules to
be considered for leaving a program counter that mentions phase P3, namely (phs-3-trust)
and (phs-3-suspect). By definition, both of these two rules define the entry Qu.P3
rˆ
i→crd(rˆ),
and the same proof steps apply as above.
2
Proof of Lemma 5.3.3
Proof. Let us prove first Items 1 and 2 together. We do it by induction on t ∈ T , corresponding
to the length of the prefix 〈B0,Q0,S
(v1,...,vn)
0 〉 −→
t 〈Bt,Qt,St 〉 of the given run.
Base case t = 0 : By definition, for all i ∈ P, we have S0(i) =
(
(0, W), (vi, 0),⊥
)
.
Inductive case t > 0 : We analyze the step
〈Bt−1,Qt−1,St−1 〉 −→j:(Rule) 〈Bt,Qt,St 〉
of the given run, with St−1(i) =
(
(rt−1, Pt−1), (·, st−1), ·
)
and St(i) =
(
(rt, Pt), (·, st), ·
)
If i 6= j, then the desired stamp consistency statement is immediately true by the induction
hypothesis, because the last transition only touches the program counter of process j. If
i = j, then we proceed by case analysis on Pt.
1. If Pt ∈ {P4, W} there are two possibilities:
(a) Pt−1 ∈ {P4, W}, and by inductive hypothesis st−1 ≤ rt−1.
In this case rule (Rule) can only be:
• either a rule which does not affect the state of process i, so st = st−1 ≤ rt−1 =
rt;
• or one of the following rules: (phs-4-fail), (phs-4-success), (Rbc-deliver).
Also in this case it is st = st−1 ≤ rt−1 = rt.
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(b) Pt−1 = P3, and by inductive hypothesis st−1 < rt−1.
In this case rule (Rule) can only be:
• either rule (phs-3-suspect), and st = st−1 < rt−1 = rt;
• or rule (phs-3-trust), and st = rt.
Note that we do not consider Pt−1 ∈ {P1, P2} since it is not possible from those
phases to reach Pt ∈ {P4, W} with just one transition.
2. If Pt ∈ {P1, P2, P3} there are two possibilities:
(a) Pt−1 = W, and by inductive hypothesis st−1 ≤ rt−1.
Then, the only applicable (Rule) is (while), for which st = st−1 ≤ rt−1 <
rt−1+1 = rt.
Note that we do not consider Pt−1 = P4 since it is not possible from that phase to
reach Pt ∈ {P1, P2, P3} with just one transition.
(b) Pt−1 ∈ {P1, P2, P3}, and by inductive hypothesis st−1 < rt−1.
In this case rule (Rule) can only be:
• either a rule which does not affect the state of process i, so st = st−1 < rt−1 =
rt;
• or one of the rules (phs-1), (phs-2), (Rbc-deliver), where st = st−1 < rt−1 =
rt.
Let us prove now the third and last statement. If t = z then st = sz. If t < z then we will prove
that for all w ∈ T , with t≤w<z, it holds that sw≤sw+1. Thanks to the transitivity properties of
<, we can prove our claim through an iteration of this result for all w.
Let us fix w ∈ T such that t≤w<z. Now, consider the transition
〈Bw,Qw,Sw 〉 −→j:(Rule) 〈Bw+1,Qw+1,Sw+1 〉
for j ∈ P. If j 6= i then sw=sw+1. Suppose now j=i. By inspection on the transition rules of
Tables 2 and 3:
• If (Rule) is any rule but (phs-3-trust) then the belief component of the state remains
unchanged, and hence sw=sw+1.
• If (Rule)=(phs-3-trust) then process i evolves into phase P4 and adopts the round pro-
posal with the current round number as stamp, and hence sw+1=rw. By Item 1 sw≤rw,
hence sw≤sw+1.
2
Proof of Lemma 5.3.6
Proof. As Qz.P1
r
i→crd(r)=((v, s), ·), by Lemma 5.2.2(1) there is u ∈ T , u ≤ z, for which
〈Bu−1,Qu−1,Su−1 〉 −→i:(phs-1) 〈Bu,Qu,Su 〉
with Su−1(i)=
(
(r, P1), (·, s), ·
)
and Su(i)=
(
(r, ·), (·, s), ·
)
.
As Qz.P1
r′
i→crd(r′)=((v
′, s′), ·), Qz.P1
r
i→crd(r)=((v, s), ·), and 0<r
′<r, by Lemma 5.3.4(2), for all
rounds r′′, r′≤r′′<r, there is a stamp s′′ such that Qz.P1
r′′
i→crd(r′′)=
(
(·, s′′), ·
)
, with s′ ≤ s′′ ≤ s.
Whenever r′′<r then (r′′, P3) <i (r, P1), and by Lemma 5.3.2(3) it holds that Qu−1.P3
r′′
i→crd(r′′) 6=⊥.
By Corollary 5.2.5(1), it follows that Qz.P3
r′′
i→crd(r′′) 6=⊥, for all r
′′, with r′≤r′′<r.
1. Let s′ = s.
Then for all rounds r′′, with r′≤r′′<r, we have Qz.P1
r′′
i→crd(r′′)=
(
(·, s), ·
)
, and since
r′≤r′′<r′′+1≤r and Qz.P1
r
i→crd(r)=
(
(·, s), ·
)
we also have Qz.P1
r′′+1
i→crd(r′′+1)=
(
(·, s), ·
)
.
Now, suppose by contradiction that that there is a round rˆ, with r′≤rˆ<r, such that
Qz.P3
rˆ
i→crd(rˆ)=(ack, ·).
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As Qz.P1
rˆ
i→crd(rˆ)=
(
(·, s), ·
)
and Qz.P1
rˆ+1
i→crd(rˆ+1)=
(
(·, s), ·
)
, by Lemma 5.3.5(2) we would
obtain s < s. Thus, it must be Qz.P3
r′′
i→crd(r′′)=(nack, ·) for all rounds r
′′, with r′≤r′′<r.
By applying Lemma 5.3.5(1) to all rounds r′′, we derive v′ = v.
2. Let s′ < s.
Suppose by contradiction that for all r′′, r′≤r′′<r, it holds that Qz.P3
r′′
i→crd(r′′)=(nack, ·).
Then, by applying Lemma 5.3.5(1) to all rounds r′′, with r′≤r′′<r, we derive s′ = s. So,
there must be rˆ, with r′≤rˆ<r, such that Qz.P3
rˆ
i→crd(rˆ)=(ack, ·).
2
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